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Let G be a connected semisimple real matrix group and P = MAN the 
Langlands decomposition of a parabolic subgroup of G. Given an 
admissible representation x of A4 and a character e” of A, we may form the 
(normalized) induced representation ZP( K 0 e”) of G. These representations 
play a fundamental role in the harmonic analysis and representation theory 
of G, which strongly motivates a detailed analysis of their structure and 
properties. One philosophy suggests that we investigate the extent to which 
the inducing data 7c determines the structure of ZP(rr 0 e”). In this spirit, our 
main theorem describes a g-filtration of Zp(rr@ e”) with semisimple sub- 
quotients, in terms of an a priori known m-filtration of n with semisimple 
subquotients, in the case of integral infinitesimal character. In particular, 
whenever n is irreducible, we obtain such a filtration for Z,(rr@e’). Our 
techniques depend upon realizing Z,(n 0 e”) as a mixed perverse sheaf on 
the flag variety over positive characteristic, then explicitly computing the 
action of a Frobenius automorphism on this sheaf, via a suitable Hecke 
module theory.’ Central to our work will be the results of Vegan and 
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Lusztig-Vogan on the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for G and Bernstein’s 
geometric construction of Zuckerman’s K-finite derived functors. 
As a start, we remind the reader that G will possess a collection of very 
special induced representations, the so-called standard modules.’ In our 
context, these modules are induced off of a cuspidal parabolic subgroup P 
from a relative discrete series representation of MA and the parameter on 
A is arranged to be appropriately positive (resp. negative), so as to ensure 
the existence of a unique irreducible quotient module (resp. unique 
irreducible submodule). For any such standard module a weight filtration 
may be computed from the work of Vogan [30], Lusztig and Vogan [25], 
and Gabber’s weight filtration theorem [4]. Moreover, Beilinson and 
Bernstein [l] have shown this weight filtration coincides with the Jantzen 
filtration. Roughly speaking, one reason this succeeds is due to the perverse 
geometric simplicity of the standard modules; i.e., they may be viewed as 
push forwards (or push forwards with proper support) of local systems on 
K-orbits in the flag variety. If we vary the A parameter of Z,(rr 0 e”) away 
from standard position, the perverse geometry of ZP(rr Q e”) becomes much 
more subtle and the existence of a computable weight filtration even more 
obscure.3 For our purposes, the required perverse geometric description of 
the “nonstandard induced modules” will depend upon’ Bernstein’s 
geometric realization L of Zuckerman’s K-finite functor, applied in the con- 
text of a real parabolic subalgebra (as opposed to the more commonly 
studied B-stable case). At the same time, a suitable adaptation of the 
Lusztig-Vogan Hecke module theory in [25] allows us to maintain a com- 
binatorial handhold upon the geometric transition between various 
induced representations, as we vary the A-parameter. We should remark 
that recent work in [18] offers a 9$-module description of generalized 
principal series (i.e., induced from relative discrete series data) away from 
standard position, by varying A. Our viewpoint is quite opposite, in that we 
keep 1 fixed, thus allowing us to naturally enlist techniques from Hecke 
module theory. 
To explain our results in more detail, we fix G and P as above; precise 
(weaker) hypotheses are given in Section 2. We adopt standard notational 
conventions, which are carefully spelled out in the sequel. In particular, we 
assume P = MAN is the Langlands decomposition of a standard parabolic 
subgroup relative to a fixed Iwasawa decomposition and K is a compatible 
maximal compact subgroup. As usual, P = MAR will denote the parabolic 
subgroup opposite P. Complexifications of real algebraic groups are 
denoted in boldface; e.g., Kvs K, etc. Complexified Lie algebras are 
denoted g, p, m, etc. We fix a finite dimensional representation F (resp. 
FM) of G (resp. M). Let &‘vF (resp. &%‘F~) denote the category of all 
Harish-Chandra modules of G (resp. M) with the same infinitesimal 
character as F (resp. FM). Fix a compatible Iwasawa Bore1 subgroup 
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B = H,U. Form the Weyl group m (resp. mm,) attached to the roots A of 
h, in g (resp. roots A(P) of h, in mea). Note that B determines com- 
patible positive systems A + and A+(P). Define 2Bp =?YIBp\‘L1) and recall 
that this coset space may be naturally identified with a subset of 2B, by tak- 
ing minimal length coset representatives (cf. (2.5) below). If w  EZB’ and 
si(1)si(2) ’ ’ ’ Si(k) is a minimal length coset representative of w  (where sici) are 
simple reflections), then it makes sense to define w-’ =s+~s~(~- 1i ...siCIJ. 
(We remind the reader that the poset ?E3’ need not be invariant under 
inversion.) Moreover, ‘9.3’ inherits a Bruhat order from 2IJ with a unique 
minimal (resp. maximal) elements e (resp. w’). Let wO = the longest element 
of %I? and wp = the longest element of ‘%JJp. 
We need a carefully contrived parametrization of the induced modules in 
&VF, using the poset !IIJ’. Begin by recalling that !IBp is in bijective 
correspondence with 
9 = { Y: Y is a positive system for A and A +(P) c Y}. 
If x denotes the A +-dominant parameter for the infinitesimal character of F 
(under the Harish-Chandra isomorphism), then 9 corresponds to the 
positive systems determined by w,ww,(~), w  E %I’. Fix an abstract category 
%‘g”, which is equivalent to any fixed JP&~M, by the translation principle. 
Given Z E %‘qM we define a collection of induced modules 
YP(Z) = {Z,(Z,): w E2BP) (1.1) 
by the following four conditions4 (cf. Section 3 for further details): 
(a) For each w  l m’, Z, is a Harish-Chandra module for 
MA and the center of U(m@a) acts by scalars. 
(b) We extend Z,, to a P-module by letting N act trivially. 
Then for each WEBB’, Zp(Zw) is in JP%~. 
(c) For each w  E 2Bp, Z, = ZL 0 t,, where Z; is in A?%~M 
(for some FM depending on F and w) and <,,, is a charac- 
ter on A determined by <, = w,ww,(x). Moreover, we 
demand that Z:, is equivalent to Z, under a translation 
functor equivalence of categories between X%?+ (con- 
taining Z:, as an object) and ~69~. 
(d) Under the coherent continuation action of ‘113, 
w-l WP(Z,)) = WPV,)). (1.2) 
In the situation (l.l)-(1.2), we refer to 9”(Z) as the Z-sheet of P-induced 
modules. If Z is a discrete series representation of A4, then Zp(Z,) 
(resp. Zp(Z,,,p):~ is a standard module in unique irreducible submodule 
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(resp. unique irreducible quotient module) position; but it need not be 
the case that these two standard modules have coincident characters (due 
to condition (d)). If P is the minimal parabolic subgroup and Z is 
irreducible, then {Z,: w  E !W’} consists of irreducible finite dimensional 
MA-modules with (infinitesimal) highest weight parameters w,ww&) - p 
and condition (d) determines the action of the component group of MA on 
each Z,, in terms of the action on Z. At this point, one should note 
(1.3) OBSERVATION. Let rc be a Harish-Chandra module for A4 and ey a 
character on A. Assume Z,(n Q e”) E &VF, then there exists Z E JF&‘~ and 
w E ZB’ such that Z,(n @ e”) lies in the sheet 9’(Z) and Zp(z @I e”) = Z,(Z,). 
One consequence of the above discussion is a bijective correspondence 
between 9”(Z) = (Zp(Z,): w  E Cmp) and 2Bp. This formal correspondence 
and hindsight from character theory suggests we use the well-understood 
poset structure of 2Kp to inductively compute a weight filtration of any 
Zp(Z,.), beginning with filtrations for Z,(Z,), which in turn are determined 
by a priori known filtrations of Z. Precisely, given any w  E?B’, we may 
realize w  as a minimal length coset representative with a reduced 
expression w  = s( 1) s(2) . I . s(n), in terms of simple reflections, which 
corresponds to a path 
e=y(O)-,y(l)-+y(2)+ ... -y(n)=w, (1.4) 
y(i)=s(l)s(2)...s(i), y(i)Emp, C(y(i))=e(y(i- 1))+ 1, 1 <i<n. What 
we seek is a “path of computable operations ri,” 
ZP(Z,) A ZP(Z,,,,) -s ZP@.“(Z)) 3 . . . --, ZPG$“)), (l-5) 
where T,. allows us to carry the a priori known weight filtration of Zp(Ze) to 
a weight filtration for Zp(ZW,).5 
Making the above precise requires an unavoidable digression to review 
the Hecke module formalism of Lusztig and Vogan [25]. Let 9 denote the 
usual flag variety of all Bore1 subalgebras of g and recall that K acts on .4 
with finitely many orbits. Put 
9(K) = { (0, 6): 0 is a K-orbit on a and S is a K-equivariant local system 
on 0). (1.6) 
For notational simplicity, we often write 6 = (0, 6). It is well known that 
(1.6) parametrizes the standard modules in ~4%~: to each 6 E 9(K) we may 
associate a unique induced from discrete series module n(6) (resp. n,,,(6)) 
in unique quotient (resp. submodule) position; let n+(6) denote the 
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distinguished irreducible Langlands subquotient of these two standard 
modules. Set 
and 
M(K) =Z[U”~, u-l”] 0, Z[SS(K)] (1.7) 
3F = z[u”2, .-1’2] 0, Z[!m]. (1.8) 
Then 2 carries the structure of an algebra and is referred to as the Hecke 
algebra [20], while d(K) aquires an X-module structure, as in [25]. 
Roughly speaking, these remarks amount to a “u-deformation” of the usual 
coherent continuation action of !IB on the Grothendieck group of virtual 
characters of &WF. Clearly, (6: 6 E g(K)} forms a Z[U”~, u-‘/2]-module 
basis of M(K). A more subtle Z[U’/~, u ~ 1’2]-basis consists of the Kazhdan- 
Lusztig-Vogan self-dual elements {C; : 6 E g(K)}, which satisfy 
C$ =u-f(6)‘2 1 Py,,(u)y, UK; = cg, (1.9) 
YEWK) 
where P&i)E z[u”2, u-“2] are the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan 
polynomials, D is the duality on d(K) (as in [25, (l.lO)]), and 
e(s) = dim 0, 6 = (0, 6); cf. [ll, (2.7); 251. Thus, given any ,4 E A(K), 
there exist integers N(1) and N(2) (depending on A) so that 
The numbers In(A, i, y)j may be interpreted as multiplicities in a “weighted 
character”; this is made precise in (1.13) below. Applying these definitions 
to a fixed 6 E g(K), we arrive at the observation: 
The integers (n(6, i, r)} in (1.10) are computable in terms 
of the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan data attached to A(K). (1.11) 
If we combine (1.1 1 ), Vogan’s work in [30], the Beilinson-Bernstein 
localisation theory [2], the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence [9], passage 
to positive characteristic [4], and Gabber’s weight filtration theorem [4], 
we eventually obtain: 
For each 6 ES@(K), the standard module n(6) carries a 
computable g-filtration 
O#EN(l)GEN(l)+ls ... EEiE a.. GEN(2)=71(8), 
with E,/E,-, = @ yeg(K)(b(83 i, r)l I+) and 44 i, 7) 
the integers of (1.10) attached to the weight symbol 6. (1.12) 
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We refer to the filtration of (1.12) as a weightfiltration ofz(6). Since ~(6) is 
in unique irreducible quotient position, Verdier duality leads to the 
calculation of a weight filtration for the standard module X,,,,(S) in unique 
irreducible submodule position, corresponding to the Hecke module 
element DM. As remarked earlier, Beilinson and Bernstein have shown 
(1.12) is Jantzen’s filtration Cl]. 
Recall that L = MA is a “smaller” reductive group, leading to a set 
g(LnK), a Hecke module M(LnK), etc. Let T= (9, r)~g(Ln K) and 
consider the projection 
The local system II k x r on K x 9 has a [K x (L n K)]-action, where L n K 
acts by t(k, X) = (kt-‘, tx) and there exists a unique K-equivariant local 
system r’ on K xLnK 9 satisfying rr*(r’) = 21 k x r. Now, recall that we have 
natural inclusions 
where .9?L is the flag variety of MA, which may be identified with the closed 
P-orbit in 9. If we set O(r’) = K .9 = K xLn k 9, then we may identify j,(z’) 
with z’ = (Lo(?), r’) E 9(K), where 
is the natural inclusion. Let ID, denote the duality attached to M(LnK), 
as in [25, (l.lO)]. Given q~Jkil(LnK), there exist Laurent polynomials 
S,,,(u) E Z[u”*, u-‘/*1 such that 
leading to 
indeW zf D ( c 
rsS,(LnK) 
S,,,(W). 
We refer to ind,(q) as the induced weight symbol from v. If q = C,, 
p E 9(L n K), then the polynomials u P(a)Sr ,(u) are the Kazhdan-Lusztig- 
Vogan polynomials attached to .M(L n K).’ 
(1.13) DEFINITION. Let X be in %%F?~ and assume there exists 
AXc d(K) and a g-filtration {Ei) of X with semisimple subquotients 
EiIEi- I= 0 (In(Ax, k Y)I Z+(Y)), 
YE g(K) 
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where n(A X, i, y) corresponds to A, (as in (1.10)). More precisely, we 
require that {Ei} corresponds to a Gabber weight filtration by passage to 
positive characteristic. Then we refer to A, as a weight symbol6 for X, 
denoted cr( X). 
We remind the reader that sS?+?~ and SYM carry natural exact con- 
travariant duality functors. These functors are explicitly recalled in (2.7) 
below and correspond to Verdier duality in some cases. We will abuse 
notation, letting “ N” denote the duality functor both in 2%‘; and s+%?~; 
our meaning will always be clear from context. Recalling (1.3), our main 
theorem is 
(1.14) THEOREM.~ Let P = MAN be the Langlands decomposition of a 
parabolic subgroup of G, Z a representation in %%‘“, and o(Z-) a weight 
symbol for Z- . For each w E %Bp, there exists a Hecke algebra operator 
T(w) E 2, such that T(w) ind,(o(Z- )) is a weight symbol for Z,(Z,)-. In 
particular, zf we define o*(Z,)= T(w) ind,(a(Zw)), then there exists a 
g-filtration { Ei} of Zp(Z,) - with semisimple subquotients 
EiIEi-I= 0 In(~*(Z,), i, Y)I X+(Y), 
YEWK) 
where the integers n(o*(Z,), i, y) are determined by o*(Z,), via (1.10). 
(1.15) Remarks. (i) If Z is irreducible in JP?S~, then Z= Z- and 
a(Zw ) = a(Z) is determined by the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan data 
attached to &(L n K). As a consequence, (1.14) describes a computable 
g-filtration of ZP(Z,) with semisimple subquotients. In particular, these 
remarks hold for any generalized principal series representation (i.e., 
induced from relative discrete series data off of a cuspidal parabolic sub- 
group), regardless of the A-parameter. 
(ii) Our main theorem has a particularly simple form, in the case of 
principal series representations of G. To see this, let Z be irreducible in 
~$9”” and P= P, a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, then Z,,,(WE(~~) 
are finite dimensional and ind,(a(Z)) is determined by the Kazhdan- 
Lusztig-Vogan data attached to JP~~. In fact, ind,(a(Z)) is just a weight 
symbol for a principal series in largest growth position. We now have the 
following refinement of (1.14): 
For each w  E !QJp, there exists a Hecke algebra operator 
T(w) E 2, such that r(w) ind,(o(Z)) is a weight symbol 
for Zp(Zw). (*) 
Note that (*) differs from (1.14), in that duality has been dropped and “P 
replaces “P.” 
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(iii) Because of our general framework a rather complicated (but 
explicit) relationship between P and P enters into our main theorem. 
Briefly, the issue is as follows: The proof of our main theorem rests entirely 
upon analysis of the aforementioned “L-functor,” in a geometric setting 
which is naturally related to the parabolic subgroup P. In the end, a direct 
translation of these geometric results leads to results concerning the “Ver- 
dier duals” of modules induced from the parabolic subgroup p, This point 
was overlooked in an earlier version of our paper and only becomes impor- 
tant at the last moment, when translating our geometric results into 
representation theory. 
(iv) We caution the reader that the Hecke algebra element “T(w)” of 
Theorem (1.14) is not the standard Hecke algebra element T, ES. 
Momentarily, we shall discuss the situation for the minimal parabolic 
subgroup of a quasi-split group, in which case T(w) = T,-I. This should 
be compared with (1.2)(d); the inverse enters due to our coherent 
continuation action on the right. 
We now discuss the proof of (1.14), returning to our discussion 
surrounding (1.5). To convey the main ideas, let us begin by assuming G is 
quasi-split (over R), P = B is a Bore1 subgroup of G, B is connected, and Z 
is irreducible. (For example, any connected semisimple complex algebraic 
group satisfies these hypotheses.) Then I,(Z,) are principal series represen- 
tations and Z, are the irreducible finite dimensional MA modules having 
the property that Z,(Z,) E X’wF, w~2B. We have already remarked that 
Z,(Z,) carries an a priori known weight symbol o*(Z,), since this principal 
series representation is a standard module in unique submodule position. 
Pick a simple reflection s E 93323; so s = y( 1) in (1.4), (1.5). Recall the classical 
Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand category 0 (with fixed infinitesimal character 
coincident with that of s!%?~) having the Verma modules M,, WE 2B, as 
standard objects (cf. [ 151). Here, we parametrize things so that M, is 
irreducible, as in [20]. In [7], Bernstein describes a geometrically defined 
right exact functor 
L: 0 -+ mF?F, (1.16) 
having the properties 
(i) YL’(M,) = 0, for all i>O and all ~~‘113; 
(ii) 9L”(M,,) = Zs(Z,,), for all w  E !IJJ. (1.17) 
Moreover, due to the geometric nature of L, we show how L naturally 
induces a S-module map [L: &’ + A(K); i.e., T,IL = LT,, for all simple 
reflections S. Here, (T,: s a simple reflection} is the standard algebra basis 
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of X, as in [20]. Referring to Sections 4-6 for details, we have two formal 
“dictionaries,” relating highest weight modules (resp. Harish-Chandra 
modules) with elements of 2 (resp. A(K)): 
~WM,)=JB(&J @ UT,) 
1 1 
8s f (1.18) 
~~CP(M,)=IB(Z,) a 6 
Q-dictionary .xvI.?cktiinary 
What we seek is a computable element SEA(K) which corresponds to 
YI,‘(M,) = Z,(Z,) as above. Equivalently, we seek an explicit Hecke 
algebra operator f such that fiII( T,)] = 9 is computable and corresponds 
to YL’(M,). Noting that L links the left and right hand sides of (1.18), the 
left hand dictionary gives us the clue f = T,. But, if we now apply the fact 
that R is a Hecke module map, we see 
using the known Hecke algebra structure of X (cf. [20]). In summary, 
T,a*(Z,) = a*(Z,) 
is a computable weight symbol for Z,(Z,). Continuing on in this fashion, 
writing any w  E !IJJ as a reduced expression, we arrive at (1.14), in the 
special case we have assumed. 
Adapting the above argument for general G, P, and Z requires several 
additional ingredients. For the moment, assume Z is irreducible. First, we 
need an appropriate analog of the category 0. To this end, we define a 
category O(g, PK) of finite length compatible (g, P,)-modules, where 
P, = (M n K)N. The group P, will act on 9 with finitely many orbits 
(3.13) and the description of such orbits is a pleasing blend of the classical 
P-orbit decomposition of 99, combined with Matsuki’s M n K-orbit struc- 
ture for the flag variety 99’L of MA. With orbits in hand, we may form local 
systems and “partial” intersection cohomology complexes, leading to a 
good geometric dictionary analogous to ( 1.18) (cf. (4.14) and (5.46)). These 
details constitute Sections 4 and 5 of the sequel and our main techniques 
are borrowed from Vogan’s proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for 
%qp [30]. Namely, we establish the required geometric dictionaries by 
explicitly computing the solution complex of various “standard (g, Py)- 
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modules” by analyzing antidominant weights of n,-homology, as x varies 
over g. In Section 3, we carefully parametrize the induced representations 
Ip(Z,), as w  varies over ‘!IBDp and Z varies over the irreducible Harish- 
Chandra modules for M. These considerations are very technical 
(depending upon the action of certain finite Z,-groups) and enter into our 
eventual discussion of the Hecke module theory attached to O(g, PK). More 
precisely, whereas the category 0 above is naturally attached to %, the 
more general category O(g, P,) corresponds to a Hecke module A(P,J 
and we must analyze the action of T, on d(P,). At this point the Z,-issue 
alluded to above becomes important, the main result being (5.72). Finally, 
with these considerations in hand, it remains to establish an analog of 
(1.17)(i)-(ii) and the fact that L induces a Hecke module map IL. The 
generalization of (1.17) proceeds quickly, once we know that YL and WT 
coincide (modulo duality), where r is the “K-finite” functor of [27, Section 
6.21. We emphasize to the reader that L (equivalently r) is being defined 
through a real parabolic subalgebra; quite opposite to the “O-stable case.” 
It is at this stage the comments in (l.l5)(iii) become important. Last, 
showing [I induces a Hecke module map depends upon Bernstein’s 
geometric construction of L (using “pushforwards,” “pullbacks,” etc.), 
Lusztig and Vogan’s geometric description of the Hecke algebra operators 
T, [25], and base change arguments. These ingredients are all combined in 
Section 6, where we give the proof of (1.14). 
As a final note, we strongly urge the reader to consult the examples of 
Section 7 while reading the sequel. Indeed, this paper is an outgrowth of 
our detailed analysis of the PSP(2, W) case* discussed therein. In the con- 
text of these special examples, we comment on the relationship between 
weight filtrations and the socle filtration, illustrating situations where they 
may differ. 
The results of this paper were previously announced in [12, (6.12)] and 
by the first author during a lecture at the “Eighth Annual Midwest 
Conference on Representation Theory and Automorphic Forms,” Univer- 
sity of Chicago, March 1986. 
2. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
We fix, once and for all, a connected reductive alIine algebraic group G 
over R (Iw the field of real numbers). We look at G as the set of zeros in 
GL(n, C) of a finite number of polynomials in the matrix entries with real 
coefficients. We assume G has finite index in the set of real points of G. 
Then G is a real reductive group, in the sense of [27]. We remind the 
reader that this class of groups is hereditary, with respect to Levi factors of 
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parabolic subgroups of G. Moreover, every connected semisimple real 
matrix group (as in the Introduction) is of this type. 
Basic Notation 
Fix a maximal compact subgroup Kc G with complexification K, an 
Iwasawa decomposition G = KA, N,, an associated Cartan involution 0, a 
compatible maximally split e-stable Cartan subgroup H, = T, A,,, 
(Tm=KnH,), and the associated minimal parabolic subgroup 
P,=M,A,N,=L,N,; here, L, = Cent,(A,), M, = Cent,(A,), and 
M, is a compact Lie group. 
Given a real algebraic subgroup S of G, we denote the corresponding 
complexification, inside G, by S. Conversely, given a complex algebraic 
subgroup S c G, we denote S = S n G; of course, we will only use this latter 
convention when S is actually defined over [w. We are now led to A,, T,, 
H,, M,, P,, L,, N,,. 
Let B = H,U be an Zwasawa Bore1 subalgebra of G; i.e., B c P,, 
N, E U, U = (M, n U) N,. We remind the reader that B is defined over aB 
if and only if G is a quasi-split group. Throughout this paper, we fix an 
irreducible finite dimensional representation Ffor G. With this in mind, let 
Y?%?~= the category of all Harish-Chandra modules with 
the same infinitesimal character as F (under the 
Harish-Chandra isomorphism). (2.1) 
Fix a parabolic subgroup P of G with Levi decomposition P = LN and 
Langlands decomposition P = MAN. Given a Harish-Chandra module W 
for L, where the center of U(m @ a) acts by scalars on W, we define Zp( W) 
to be the (normalized) induced representation.’ We will also commonly 
refer to these as induced modules. For technical reasons, it is often useful to 
assume that P is a standard parabolic subgroup of G; this means P, E P, 
L, & L, M, E M, A E A,, and N z N,. Henceforth, unless otherwise 
noted, all induced representations are defined through standard parabolic 
subgroups, or their opposites. Of course, this will be no loss of generality. 
We will say that P = LN is cuspidul, if L has a relative discrete series of 
representations. If P = LN is cuspidal and W is a relative discrete series for 
L, we refer to Zp( W) as a generalized principal series representation; when 
P = P,, this yields the principal series representations. 
Langlands Classification 
Given any Lie subgroup S of G, we denote the real Lie algebra of S by so 
and the complexification by 4. Let g denote the usual flag variety of all 
Bore1 subalgebras of g. Recall, g is a smooth projective algebraic variety, 
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which we may identify with G/B. The group K acts on 99 in the natural 
way, decomposing the flag variety into a finite disjoint union of orbits. 
(2.2) THEOREM (Langlands Classification). The irreducible Hurish- 
Chandra modules in X%?r are in one to one correspondence with the set 
9(K) = {(Co, 6): 0 is a K-orbit on g and 6 is a 
K-equivariant sheaf on 0 with one dimensional 
stalks.} 
Given (0’,6) E 9(K), we can naturally associate a generalized principal series 
representation ~(6) with unique irreducible quotient x + (6); conversely, every 
irreducible representation in &%‘r is isomorphic to a unique (up to conjugacy) 
x + (6). Equivalently, the irreducible Harish-Chandra modules are classtf?ed 
as unique irreducible submodules n+(6) of generalized principal series 
representations x,&b), with inducing data in opposite position. 
We remind the reader that 9(K) is a finite set and refer the reader to 
[27], [28], or [30] for the precise transition between the “classical” 
Langlands classification and the above formulation (which by now is well 
known). It will also be useful to define 
P(K) = {CO: 0 is a K-orbit on 9Y} (2.3) 
We often identify (0,6) = 6 and there is a natural notion of size given by 
the length 
/(I!?) = dim,(o). (2.4) 
Roots, Weyl Groups, and P-Parabolic Posets 
We let A denote the roots of h, in g, A+ the positive system determined 
by 6, ‘SB the Weyl group of A, e(.. . ) the length function determined by b 
and < the Bruhat order (with e minimal). We caution the reader that this 
notion of length and that of (2.4) are different, but our meaning of d(. . .) 
will always be clear from context. 
Given a standard parabolic P, c P, observe that lj, c m @ a. We have 
A(P)= (cr~A:cr ) a=O}=the roots of h,sm@a; 
ZBP = Weyl group of A(P); 
2w = mp\m; 
w0 = the longest element of %B; 
wP = the longest element of mP, relative to A+(P) = A(P) n AC. 
(2.5) Remarks. (i) The posets !JBp will occur frequently in the sequel. 
It is important to remark that we can view mp as a subset of %B in the 
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following canonical way [19, 331: Each class [w] l !lBzp contains a unique 
minimal length coset representative, denoted w. Unless indicated otherwise, 
we will assume this convenfion in all Mat follows. With this convention, 
given w  o’$BLIP, e(w) will always denote the length of the minimal length 
coset representative w. We refer to %Bp as a P-parabolic poset. 
(ii) Because P and P share the same Levi factor MA, it follows that 
d(P)=d(P) and !lBp=!D.JF. 
(2.6) LEMMA [ 193. IdentifVing elements of 2Bp with their minimal length 
coset representatives, ‘113’ becomes a partially ordered set (inheriting a 
Bruhat order from 2B) which contains a unique element of minimal (resp. 
maximal) length, denoted e (resp. w’). 
(2.7) Remark. There is a duality in &?qF obtained by considering 
here, $ is the automorphism of (4.10). Similarly, we may define “-” on 
&VM and in both cases we have an exact contravariant functor which 
preserves the isomorphism class of an irreducible Harish-Chandra module. 
We have abused notation, using “-‘I to denote both duality functors. 
Moreover, duality in a third category (see (4.10)) is also represented by 
“-“. In all cases, the meaning will be clear from context. 
3. ORBITS AND WALL CROSSING 
We begin with a careful parametrization of the induced modules 
attached to a given parabolic subgroup P of G, where we induce from an 
irreducible Harish-Chandra module for MA. If W is an irreducible Harish- 
Chandra module for MA, then each Ip( W) in &VF has a well-defined type, 
determined by the L n K-orbit 9 of gL ( = the flag variety of L) attached to 
W under (2.2). Thus, we may define 
9(2!, P) = (Zp( W’) E &TF: W’ is of type 21, (3.1) 
called the s-family of induced modules. A given J-family will be invariant 
under the operation of wall-crossing in the so-called “special directions.” 
The main point of this section will be to describe a decomposition of 
F(Z?, P) into a disjoint union of subsets x(2, P), called the &sheets, each 
of which is invariant under the action of special wall-crossing and may be 
naturally identified with the P-parabolic poset ‘83’ of (2.6). Under this 
correspondence, the action of special wall-crossing matches up with the 
relation in the poset %Bp given by: y +s w  means e(w)=/(y) + 1 and 
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w =ys, some simple s E A +. (We remind the reader that this relation does 
not define the Bruhat order on ‘IDp. In general, to recover the Bruhat order 
“<” on 223’, we must allow reflections about A+-positive roots.) Finally, 
parallel to the above development, we must describe the “correct” orbit 
decomposition in the flag variety, which will correspond to induced 
modules under application of Bernstein’s construction of the Zuckerman 
functor. 
Certain Orbits on the Flag Variety 
Recall our flag variety .?8 = G/B of G and fix a standard parabolic sub- 
group P = LN = MAN E G. Let gL denote the flag variety for L. As 
remarked, we seek an orbit decomposition of 93 which corresponds to the 
parametrization of induced modules Zp( W) in ~6%~. This correspondence 
will be formally established in this (and the next) subsection and made 
absolutely precise (via the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence) in Sections 4 
and 5. We begin with a well-known consequence of Bruhat theory. We 
adopt the conventions of (2.5) in all that follows. 
(3.2) LEMMA [S]. We haoe 
(i) P acts on g with finitely many orbits; 
(ii) 33 = Uwcmp O,., where 0, index the various P-orbits; 
(iii) dimJO,) = e(w) + e(w,); 
(iv) O,X~~, as algebraic varieties. 
(3.3) Remark. The orbits 0, are smooth and simply connected; in the 
case P = B, these are just the classical Schubert cells, which are affine 
varieties (cf. [21]). 
With an eye toward enlisting the techniques of complex geometry, we 
must relate orbits in a to modules. If G is a split group and P= B, then 
each 0, corresponds to a classical Verma module, (see [S] ); these are a 
special case of the modules we must eventually consider. In general, we 
must break the P-orbits up into smaller orbits. Making this precise requires 
an unavoidable technical digression. We define 
P,=(MnK)N=(LnK)N; (3.4) 
recall that P is the complexification of a real standard parabolic subgroup 
P of G. 
(3.5) Remarks. (i) It should be noted that P, is a group. The key 
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observation is that L n K acts on N by inner automorphisms. Conse- 
quently, given y, y, E L n K, n, n, E N, we have 
wlnl =wICAd(y~‘)nl HIT 
withyy,ELnK, [Ad(y;‘)n]n,EN. 
(ii) A few remarks on connectivity may be illuminating. Let 
P = MAN = LN be a standard parabolic subgroup of G and recall [27, 
p. 1061: 
P, L, M, L n K, P,, and L n K all have the same component group. 
On the other hand, the complexification P of P is connected. (To see this, 
notice that the component group of P is represented by elements in 
exp(ia,) c A,,, 5 P; cf. 123, Sect. 23.) 
Clearly, each P-orbit 0, is invariant under the action of P, ; here, P, 
acts in the usual way on @. We need to explicitly determine the P,-orbit 
decomposition of 8, and g. Recall the set gdo(L n K) of (2.3), then 
O,=Pe[B]=LNe[B]=Le[BnL]=g’,= u 0, 
i?6EqLnK) 
so 
P,-orbits in 0, are in 1: 1 correspondence with L n K-orbits in aL. 
Moreover, 
if S?EW(LnK), we may choose b,L=lj$OuiE$E&IL, 
one bi for each 2; (3.6) 
where we may assume h, is the complexitied Lie algebra of a &stable 
Cartan subgroup H2 of L (and G) 
H,= T2AS, T,=KnH,, and A,=H,nA,. (3.7) 
Using (3.6), we define a correspondence between 
(%E@(LnK)) and (b,,,=h,@u$@n: b,L is as in (3.6)1&B. 
(3.8) 
We refer to the Bore1 subalgebras of (3.8) as the special points (or special 
Bore1 subalgebras) attached to 0,. Recall that the Bore1 subalgebras 62 of 
(3.6) correspond to the Langlands classification data for L (via (2.2)), with 
respect to standard cuspidal parabolic subgroups of L (relative to 
BL = B n L = H, UL). Of course, several irreducible Harish-Chandra 
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modules for L may be associated to the same 62, but this issue will not 
become important until (3.23) below. 
Summarizing this discussion, 
(3.9) LEMMA. The P-orbit 0, is a disjoint union of P,-orbits, 
Qe= u QD@, e), 
!le@(LnK) 
where O(A?, e) is the P,-orbit in 43 of the special point b,,,. 
This result suggests the manner in which an arbitrary P-orbit will 
decompose into P,-orbits. To begin with, we recall the B-orbit (equivalent- 
ly, U-orbit) decomposition of .c# = U,, w  B,; here, B, index the classical 
Schubert cells. We follow the conventions in [20]; in particular, B, is 
closed. Each B, contains a Bore1 subalgebra b, = lj, 0 y . u. Following the 
conventions in (2.5), let w  E %Y; Bruhat theory shows 0, = (J B,,, z E !&J),. 
It follows that each P-orbit 0, contains {b;,: ZE!JB~}; hence, a dis- 
tinguished P-special point b,. Indeed, fixing WE!RV, we may write 
b,=t),OuLOn(w); n(w)= 0 g,, a~4b,, w-u)\4b,, u”). 
(Here, the key observation is that ‘%B’ applied to b will index the Bore1 sub- 
algebras 6’ = h,,,@u’ having the property that uL E u’.) Now, given 
2 E gO(L n K), let a,: m @ a + m @ a be the inner automorphism taking 
the Bore1 subalgebra h,@ uL to the Bore1 subalgebra lj, @u,“. For each 
w  E ‘2Bp, we define 
(i) b2,w=a2. (b,)=t),Ou~Oa,.n(w)=b,LOa~ .n(w). (3.10) 
Notice that 
(ii) If .??O is the open orbit in gO(LnK), then bsO,,= 6,. (3.10) 
We have 
(iii) (b,.,,: sEEO(LnK))GO,, (3.10) 
and we refer to (3.lO)(iii) as the special points (or special Bore1 sub- 
algebras) in 0 w. 
(3.11) Remarks. (i) The special points of (3.10) do not correspond to 
parabolic subalgebras of the form p’ = m 0 a @ n’. (Illustrative examples 
are the maximal parabolic cases of SL,.) However, the special points b,,, 
are all contained in mea en; the key point being that aqTn E n, since 
m@a normalizes n (but mea need not normalize n(w)!). 
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(ii) The n(w) above is only notation and does not mean 
n(w) = @ gB, fl= wa, aE A#,,,, n); again, the case of SL, is most 
illuminating. 
Let 
O(S, w) = P,-orbit of bS,,,, (3.12) 
which is a smooth subvariety of CD,. 
Our main result of this subsection will be 
(3.13) LEMMA. The group P, acts on 28 with finitely many orbits and we 
have a disjoint decomposition 
.!a= 0 o,, CD,= u WL w). 
wcmp ~P.W"(L~K) 
In particular, the P,-orbit decomposition of 0, is naturally isomorphic with 
the L n K-orbit decomposition of 91L. 
ProoJ: Recall, B=H,UcP=MAN=LN and BL=BnL=H,UL. 
Given b’ E a’, we begin by showing 
there exists t E P, such that Ad( t)b’ = b9,,, some w  E 2JJp, 
and some Z?EW(L~K). (3.14) 
As a start, we can find ZE P such that 
Ad(z) 6’ = I),@ uL @ n(w), some w  o!IBp. (3.15) 
This just amounts to choosing certain P-special points b90,, in 99’; recall 
(3.1O)(ii). Now, we may write 
z=yn, YELP ?lEN. 
By the complexified Iwasawa decomposition for L = NL,AkKL, we have 
y=n,ak; 
z=n,akn=n,ac, c=kn, CEPK. 
Now, put x=(n,a)-‘EL, then 
Ad(c) b’ = (b,)” 0 uL 0 n( w)-X is a Bore1 subalgebra which 
is P, conjugate to b’ and has the property that (h,)“@uL 
is a Bore1 subalgebra of m @ a. (3.16) 
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By results of Matsuki [30, Section 21 concerning L n K-orbits in $YL, 
there exists de L n K, such that 
Ad(dc) 6’ = ljd @ ui 0 d. n(w)-‘, (3.17) 
for some special point bi in gL. By the definitions in (3.10), the diagram 
below will commute, forcing (3.17) to be the special point bq,H,: 
Since t = dc E P,, we conclude that 
o,= u ws w), (3.18) 
22~@(LnK) 
which gives us (3.14). 
It remains to show that the varieties in (3.12) are distinct. That is, 
suppose 
0(2?, y) = O(A!‘, w). 
By definition (3.12), this tells us that bPL,y and b,,,,, are both within a 
common P- orbit 0,. But, now 
b PO, y = a, -l.b,,Y=t)mOuLOn(y) 
and 
b Jo,, = a;’ . b,,,, =b,8uL$n(w) 
are within a common P-orbit CD,. By our choice of special points, this can 
only occur if y= w  =z. It now follows that there exists PEP, such that 
P, b,,, =b,w 
If p = kn, then n . (b,,) = k-’ . (b,,,,). Since b$ s m 0 a and n E N, we see 
that 
n.b,LCm@a if and only if n = e. (3.19) 
We now conclude that k. b,,, = b2,,,, for some k E L n K. By definition 
(3.10)(i), 
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Since ap, is an automorphism of m @ a and k E L n K, we have 
(k . a,, . n(w)}n(m@a)={a,,.n(w)}n(m@a)=O. 
It follows that b< and b$ are L n K conjugate. But this can only happen if 
22=2. Q.E.D. 
(3.20) Remark. Assume P = P, is our minimal parabolic subgroup, 
then M, is compact and P, K =M,N,. The proof of (3.13) shows 
P,-orbits and P,,, -orbits coincide. Also note that \@(L, n K)I = 1. 
Parametrizations of J-Families 
In this subsection, we carefully parametrize the induced representations 
Zp( W) in a %family. Roughly speaking, this involves Vogan’s regular 
character data in the L-direction, together with a twisting effect from the 
%B’-directions. Notational complications are unavoidable; consequently, 
the reader may wish to consult (3.25) while reading (3.21 k(3.24), so as to 
focus on the special cases of generalized principal series and degenerate 
principal series. 
Fix 2?~9@‘(LnK) and recall (3.7). We define L, =Cent,(A,), 
L, = MJ, to be the Levi factor attached to the O-stable Cartan subgroup 
H,. Let P, = M,A,N, be a standard parabolic subgroup of G extending 
L,. If we let 2 vary over W(L n K), then {Pi: Pi = L n P2} indexes the 
standard parabolic subgroups of L used in the Langlands classification of 
(2.2) applied to L. Let 
A, = roots of h, in g; 
d,(P)=roots of h, in m@a; 
Af = positive system for A, determined by b,,, = hs @ u4 @ n; 
A,(P)+ = A,+ n A.(P) 
= the positive system determined by 62 = hg @ ~4; 
m9 = Weyl group of A, ; 
5B3,,, = Weyl group of A,(P); 
%i=%,,\&; 
wp = long element of 2Bp. P 2, 
W p,s = long element of !lB,,; 
W O,p = long element of %BD,. (3.21) 
Let x1 E bz be a A,+ -dominant regular integral parameter defining the 
infinitesimal character of F, under the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. We 
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may canonically identify !.ILV and !IB$J, via a bijection 4. For each w~2Bf, 
we define 
Ys,lv = W,,,w%,.dxr)* (3.22) 
We refer to 
b9.,: wan) =inf(3, P) 
as the infinitesimal inducing parameters attached to S!. 
(3.23) DISCUSSION. We now proceed with a careful parametrization of 
the induced modules in a given b-family. 
(i) Define 
M,X = wJ&o. Z(M,) = (Mp)O. Z,(MQ), 
where (.. . )O = the identity component and Z’(M,) c Z(M,)( = the center 
of M,) is a finite &-subgroup as in [23]. Writing H, = T2AS, we define 
A(??) = (x 6 Z’(M,) h : x(m) = 1 for all mE(T,)“nZ’(M,)). 
Our immediate goal is to indicate how A(&?) x inf(d, P) parametrizes the 
S-family F(2, P). 
(ii) To begin with, the parameters ys+, E hZ; of (3.22) have a natural 
interpretation, which we now point out. Let d ‘(yl+,) be the system of 
positive roots for A, determined by ys,,,. As above, we may naturally iden- 
tify 2Bp and ‘!IB13,p and adhere to the conventions in (2.5). Then [ 193 
!IlJs is in natural one-to-one correspondence with the set 
{ Y: Y is a positive system for A, and A,(P)+ E ‘P} 
and the correspondence is given by 
w+’ -+ h,,~~wo,d(A;) = A +(r&. (*I 
For w  E !IB’, we define w. A,+ = A +(y,,). From a geometric standpoint, (*) 
may translated as follows: Every ys+ is attached to the Bore1 subalgebra bi 
of m@a. 
(iii) Let ~JE /1(2), then there is a set of Langlands data (for L) 
naturally attached to the pair 0 x yS+,. More carefully, there exists a triple 
(Pi = M,A,N;, W, 01, vp,,), 
with the following properties: 
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(a) Pi is a standard cuspidal parabolic subgroup of L, which 
naturally extends to the standard cuspidal parabolic subgroup P, of G. 
(b) ysw determines a parameter A,,, E tf which is, up to a shift, 
the highest weight of a lowest (L,)O n K-type of a discrete series represen- 
tation d’(9) for (M,)O. (This is made explicit in Vogan’s notion of regular 
character data (for L)[28], but such precision is unnecessary for our 
purposes.) Let 
A(~,,.)= {xEZYM~)“: x(m)=exp(~,,,-p(m,))(m), 
for all m E (T,)o n Z’(M,)} 
and recall the discussion in [23, pp. 394-3953. Then A(s) is a finite 
B,-group and 
A@?) is in bijective correspondence with A(A,,,), via (say) cr + g+. 
Taking into account the fact that a discrete series representation for M, is 
irreducibly induced (under Mackey induction) from a discrete series on 
M,X = (M,)O .Z’(M,), we see that (c+, A,,,) will determine a unique 
discrete series representation 6( 9, a) of 44,. 
In summary, we now see that pairs (a, A,, ,) give rise to pairs (0 + , I,, ,), 
which index certain discrete series representations of M,. Moreover, every 
discrete series representation of M, corresponds (up to the translation 
principle) to a pair (a’ +, A’), where (T’E /l(9) and A’= O(Al+), some 
0 E 2B(t,, md). 
(c) yr+, determines a character exp(v,,,) on A,, which is positive 
for the roots d(a,, n,“). 
(iv) We denote by 
~%li,Jw and ~,L,,(Y,,, 0 a) 
the standard modules attached to the Langlands data (ak(c) for L, having 
unique irreducible quotient module and unique irreducible submodule, 
respectively. More carefully, we see that 
~L(YI,w~06)=zk~,,,L(8(~, d)@V,,). 
For notational simplicity, we define 
~,(~L~+(Yq.,o~))~~zIp(Yr2,wo~). 
Our discussion in (3.23) leads to the following result, which is no doubt 
well known. 
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(3.24) LEMMA. There exists a finite Z,-group A(9) such that 
(i) The set /i(9) x [inf(S?, P)] parametrizes the set of W such that 
Zp( W) is in F(J-2, P). 
(ii) Given a pair (T x ~~,,,~,4(9) xinf(Z?, P), we may associate the 
following data: a standard cuspidal parabolic subgroup P, = M, A, N2 E P, 
with M, E 44, A c A,, and N c N,, a discrete series representation 6(3, o) 
of M, and a character exp(v,,,) on A,. Let nL(y,,, Q a) be the standard 
module on L determined by this data, then Zr(~~~+(y,,+ @ a)) = Z,(y,+, @ a) 
is of type 2 
We now see 
A(9) x inf(9, P) -+ S(% PI, 
aQy,,,~z,iY,w,Qa)~~~z,(~L*+(Y,,,Q~)) 
enacts the correspondence of (3.24) and completely describes the &family 
of induced modules; recall (3.1). Schematically, we think of SJ(Z?,P) as 
being arranged into several a-layers, where CT E A(9), and each layer is in 
bijective correspondence with 9.B’ (see Fig. 1). 
U, layer 
/\ 
uk layer // 
FIG. 1. Coarse structure of a &family. 
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(3.25) Remarks. There are two special cases of the above constructions 
to keep in mind. 
(i) Generalized principal series. Assume P is cuspidal and 
2~9'(LnK),,,, where 
9'(LnK),i,= {2:!E'(LnK):2! is closed} 
= (2 E 9"(L n K): dim 9 is minimal} 
The discussion collapses to the following: P, = P, M, = M, A, = A, 
N, = N, b$ = 9 0 u$ = (t @ a) 0 ui is a &stable Bore1 subalgebra of m 0 a 
attached to a fundamental Cartan subalgebra Q of m 0 a. For each yl, ~, E Q* 
(as in (3.22)) and o E /i(9), (3.24) associates a standard module 
nL(ys ,,,a O) for L attached to 9. Since 9 is closed, ~?(y~,,,@ U) is 
irredicible and cuspidality forces nL(y 9,,W @ a) to be a relative discrete 
series for L. In otherwords, I,(y,,,@ a) is a generalized principal series 
representation and 
(generalized principal series induced from P in JP??~} 
0 U /1(9) x inf(9, P). 
9,BP(LnK),,, 
(ii) Degenerate series. Assume 9’ is the open orbit in @(L n K). 
In this case, the discussion collapses to the following: P,O= P,, 
M90=M,, APO=A,, NqO=N,,,, b~20,e=t)mO(uLnm,)Onf;,0n is the 
Iwasawa Bore1 subalgebra, A + = A&, and A,o(P) = A(P). For each 
ygo,, E l)z (as in (3.22)), using (3.24), let 
O(W) = {a~ ,4($?O): &+(~~~,,,@a) is finite dimensional}. 
This is a nonempty set, which may contain several elements, due to the 
possible disconnectedness of L. Given any c E O(W), Z,,(Y~~,., @ a) is induced 
from a finite dimensional L-module; in particular, 
{degenerate series induced from P in XWF) 
0 (z,(y,o~~.@o): WE%JY, OEO(W)). 
As a special case, if P = P, is the minimal parabolic subgroup of G, then 
we have parametrized the principal series representations. 
Wall-Crossing 
In proving theorem (1.14), we would like to restrict ourselves to a given 
a-layer, the idea being that we may then utilize the bijective correspon- 
dence with ?DP and the Bruhat ordering of this poset space, to inductively 
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compute the structure of all induced modules in a given layer, assuming we 
have a known starting point. (This is exactly the philosophy behind the 
algorithm to compute characters in the Harish-Chandra category, the idea 
being that we start with the known characters of the discrete series, then 
proceed to all others via an induction on some “Bruhat type order”; cf. 
[30].) This idea very nearly succeeds, except we may “jump” from a,-layer 
to e,-layer within our given 2-family. This complication can be understood 
through a careful review of wall-crossing. 
In the setting of (3.24), fix 5! E gO(L n K) and 0 E /1(2). We form 
Ystart(% a) = Y&e 0 fJ (3.26) 
Yend(=% 0) = Y&nTO u, (3.27) 
referring to these as the starting and ending inducing data of type S@g, 
respectively. 
Recall the notation and terminology of (3.22k(3.23); especially the 
bijection 4: !$Bp + 2I3 2. Given a minimal length coset representative w  E ‘ID’ 
and a simple reflection s E 6, there exists a simple root c1 E w. A,+ such that 
(s OL w04-’ = ws. We say a (or s) is of special type if 
(i) Qws) = e(w) + 1; (3.28) 
(ii) ws is a minimal length coset representative in 9.B’. 
Fix yp+ @ (r, the corresponding positive system w . A,+, c1 of special type 
and A,(& w) the fundamental weight dual to c(. For notational convenience, 
set A,(& w) = 2, and assume we are in the case of trivial infinitesimal 
character. Define translation functors ll/=, cpU as in [28] or [29]. (For the 
next few lines we will temporarily be working inside the category of Harish- 
Chandra modules with generalized infinitesimal character the same as the 
trivial representation.) Since CI is of special type, exp( -A,) may be regarded 
as a one-dimensional representation of Mrl. Consequently, exp( -1,) acts 
on the Z,-group Z’(M,). With these remarks, the notation a@exp( -2,) 
makes sense. As noted in [26; 23, Appendix], 
(3.29) LEMMA. We have @o,Zp(y,,, 0 a) = Zp(L$tl(yq,w 0 6)) = 
ZPKY,,, -&l@~@exp(-&)I. 
In this lemma, we have pushed Z,(y,,,, @ a) to the a-wall. However, since 
a is of special type, we still see that 
(3.30) 
has regular infinitesimal character in the Levi factor direction and still 
determines the same L n K-orbit 5! of &rL. We must understand the result 
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of pushing (3.30) away from the wall. Referring the reader to [27, 
(7.4.3)(c)] and using the fact a is of special type, we have a long exact 
sequence 
-@- %& 0 0) + q(Y9,s,w. oa,)~cp,~~(Wo)-,Wb(Y,,,Oa) 
+ “6’ l(Yl,s,w 0 aa), (3.31) 
where 
B?b(. . .) are the cohomological parabolic induction 
functors of [27, (6.3.1)], defined through the real 
parabolic subalgebra p; (3.32) 
a,~/1(5!) is uniquely determined by Y~.~,, G, and a. (3.33) 
Actually, as becomes apparent from [27, (7.4.3)], the Z,-character ga in 
(3.33) can be made very explicit. However, for our purposes (3.33) will 
s&ice. Recalling [27, (6.3.5)], we see the above cohomological modules 
vanish for all positive degrees. As a consequence, the long exact sequence in 
(3.31) will collapse into a short exact sequence. 
Let s be a A+ simple reflection corresponding to S, above, under trans- 
port of structure, then we have an action 
Combining the above discussion with (3.29) we arrive at 
(3.35) LEMMA ([27]). Let ~E’!IB’, w # wP, then there exists a nonsplit 
exact sequence” 
where s corresponds to s, under transport of structure, as above, and a is of 
special type for w . A f . 
Using (3.35), we say ZP( W) is a s-special wall-crossing of Zp( W’), if Zp( W) 
(resp. Zp( W’)) is the first (resp. last) nonzero term of the sequence in (3.35). 
A look at the above sequence tells us why wall crossing in special direc- 
tions will not preserve the a-layers of Fig. 1; the component action may 
change. This problem may be refered to as mixing and will be delt with 
through the following contrived definition: A &sheet of induced modules is 
a nonempty subset SE 9($ P) which is invariant under the action of 
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special wall-crossing and of minimal cardinality. We enumerate these sheets 
as $49, P). Since every d-sheet contains a unique induced module with 
starting data, we see that #.&sheets= IA(s Schematically, we have 
Fig. 2. 
(3.36) Remarks. (i) Suppose L has connected Cartan subgroups, 
then /A(=$?)[ = 1 and E&families coincide with $sheets. For example, this 
would always be the case, whenever we begin with a complex connected 
semisimple group G. 
(ii) Let G = SL(2, R) and P= P,. For the minimal parabolic, we 
always have j@(L n K)J = 1. Since IA(Z!)( = 2, 
(See Fig. 3.) 
FL% P) = {IA w, 0): cr~.Z~, w=e or l}. 
Depending upon the parity of the highest weight of F, we see that one 
sheet consists of two (isomorphic) irreducible principal series modules and 
the other sheet contains the two principal series having F as a subquotient. 
Special wall-crossing leaves each sheet invariant. 
x sheet 
FIG. 2. I-sheets in a given family. 
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Ml .+I 
0 
We,+) 
9+ (8,Pbsheet Ym(O,P)-sheet 
FIG. 3. 5(9, P)-family for SL(2, W). 
(iii) Let G= PSP(2, R) and P= P, be the minimal parabolic 
subgroup of G, then IAl = [ZZ,JZZ,OI = 2. Since P is minimal, there exists a 
unique orbit ii!czP(LnK) and the fact that G is split allows us to 
parametrize 
FCC P) = (44 w,(T):~E~~, wE2R(C,)=the Weyl group of type C,>. 
Identify the simple reflections of 2B with 1, 2, then we have 1,(2121, +) = 
Z,(end, +), 1,(2121, -) = Z,(end, -), Z,(e, +) = Z,(start, +), Z,(e, -) = 
Z,(start, -), and moving up in Fig. 4 corresponds to special wall-crossing, 
which leaves each sheet invariant. The labeling Bi, i= 1,2, denotes special 
wall-crossing in the “i-direction.” This example is further discussed in 
Section 7. 
(iv) Recalling that the duality functor “N” will commute with (Pi, $, 
(cf. [28]), the reasoning which led to (3.35) also gives a nonsplit exact 
sequence 
Ip(2L) IPW-) 
1 
I I 
y/i: 
IPG-) IPU +) 
Ip(e.+) 
IpW,+) IpW.+) 
1 
I I 
IpcL+) 
2* 
IPU -) 
\ /i/ 
IPb) 
SF,(BWheet .!?&%P)-sheet 
~(L!&P)-family 
FIG. 4. Sheet structure for PSP(2, R). 
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Thus, we have also computed the coherent continuation action on 
ZJ4b,wO~)- in the special directions. 
4. A DICTIONARY 
Throughout this section, we fix a parabolic subgroup PEG. Recall 
(3.24), letting cr 0 ys.W E n(9) x inf(d, P). Let 
i.e., the algebraic induction of a standard Harish-Chandra module on L (in 
unique quotient position). The modules in (4.1) will be termed partial stan- 
dard modules; the “partial” terminology refers to the fact that (4.1) is the 
combination of a standard highest weight module (in the special direction) 
and a standard Harish-Chandra module (in the Levi factor direction). The 
first portion of this section will describe the basic properties of such 
modules, which lie in a category O(g, PK). The remainder of the section is 
devoted to establishing a dictionary between modules in cO(g, PK) and per- 
verse sheaves on the flag variety. This will proceed through the Riemann- 
Hilbert correspondence; in turn, our argument depends upon computation 
of the n,-homology groups of the “dual” partial standard modules. 
Upon first reading, one may wish to assume P = P, and G is a quasi- 
split group with connected Cartan subgroups. In this case, O(g, PK) = Ok, 
where 0; is the category of all finitely generated g-modules which are 
b-locally finite, have the same infinitesimal character as F and carry an 
algebraic action of T,. This differs from the usual category 0 of Bernstein- 
Gelfand-Gelfand, in that we do not require a semisimple action of a,. 
The (g, P,)-Category 
Consider the category of all finitely generated g-modules V which 
simultaneously carry an action rc of g and an action p of P,, satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) p is algebraic; i.e., V is a union of finite dimensional 
algebraic representations of the algebraic group P,; 
(ii) rc: g@ V+ V is P,-invariant, with respect to the 
adjoint action of P, on g and the action p of P, 
on V; 
(iii) n(X) = dp(X), for all XE Lie(P,). (4.2) 
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We define 
O(g, Px) = the category of finitely generated (9, PK)- 
modules with the same infinitesimal character 
as F. (4.3) 
We remind the reader that the “algebraic” condition of (4.2)(i) tells us: (a) 
the L n K-action on V is semisimple; (b) the N-action is locally nilpotent. 
For the remainder of this subsection, we concentrate on describing the 
irreducible modules in cO(g, PK) and note various correspondences with the 
bookkeeping of Section 3. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Recall the abstract category ~979~ from the introduction. 
The following sets are in one-to-one correspondence: 
(i) {irreducible objects in O(g, Px)}; 
(ii) {irreducible objects in SV”} x%Bp 
(iii) {Mp(y,,,.Oo):~~E~(LnK), WE!B’ and ova); 
(iv) U9eg~,LnK, 49) xinf(-% PI; 
(VI U~,E@(LnK, A(2) x mp; 
(vi) U9EQ~gLnK). 1 s icln(2)l XL% PIi 
(vii) UIIe9flcLnK, 9t-C W 
Proof. The correspondence between (ii)-(vii) is contained among the 
definitions and results of Section 3. We now proceed to relate (i) and (ii). 
Begin by fixing an irreducible (9, P,)-module Z. Then we assert 
The space of n-invariants Z” is an irreducible module for 
MA parametrized by (ii). (4.5) 
To see this, begin by noting (as remarked following (4.3)) that Z” is a non- 
zero (m @ a, L n K)-module. If Z” reduces, let X be a proper nontrivial 
(m @ a, L n K)-submodule. By Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt and the irreduci- 
bility of Z, U(g). X= U(n ~ ). X= Z. Since Z is irreducible, 3(g) acts by a 
character, forcing U(a) c 3(m@a) to act by a character on Z”; this is 
the Casselman-Osborne lemma [27, (3.1.5)]. A short calculation (using 
(4.2)(ii)) shows that U(n) acts by shifting a-weights. In particular, 
U(n). Xn Z” =X; a contradiction. 
Conversely, let X be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for MA 
parametrized by (ii) and form 
MP(X) = w9v&,p, x (4.6) 
607/73/l-8 
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which lives in B(g, Pk). Then 
M&Y) contains a unique irreducible quotient, denoted Lp(X). (4.7) 
The argument for this parallels that for Verma modules. Namely, if S is 
any proper submodule, then S cannot contain a vector lax, x E X. 
Consequently, S is contained in the union of all a-weight spaces of weight 
different than that of 1 OX. (Note: the a-weights for Mp(X) all have the 
form ~,,,~~-xC~a, where &EN, tl~d(a,n),~,,,, the weight of 10X.) 
In particular, the sum of all such S has this property. This shows MJX) 
has a unique maximal proper submodule, hence (4.7). 
As a consequence of the above discussion, we see that X* Lp(X) * 
Lp(X)” =X is the identity on irreducibles parametrized by (ii) and 
2 *Z” s Lp(Zn) = Z is the identity on irreducibles in cO(g, Pk). This gives 
the correspondence of (i) and (ii). Q.E.D. 
(4.8) Remark. The proof of (4.4) motivates defining the modules 
L,(y,+,@ c) = the unique irreducible quotient of M,(&+(y$,,,@ cr)); 
we call these the partial standard irreducible modules. The upshot is that 
{partial standard modules 1 
and 
(partial standard irreducible modules} 
are in one-to-one correspondence. One can verify that each set is a basis for 
the Grothendieck group of virtual characters K(O(g, Px)) (which will 
actually come out of (4.14)) and proceed to develop the appropriate 
“Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture” for this category. This digression will not be 
needed in the sequel, so we omit a more detailed discussion. One basic 
point is to observe objects in O(g, Px) have finite length, which is left to the 
reader. 
(4.9) EXAMPLE. One special case of interest occurs when P = P,; recall 
(3.20). We can relate (4.4) to a classical construction. Namely, for w  E 2Bp, 
we define a g-module 
V,(w) = Wd OU(&q E(w), (**I 
where E(w) is the irreducible m,,, @ a,-module of highest weight 
wp ww&) - p. The g-modules in (**) are called generalized Verma modules 
and we denote by Lp(w) the unique irreducible g-module quotient of 
VP(w). Next, we bring into play the action of n(9). To do this, let cr E /i(9) 
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and define Vp(w, O) as above, except we induce from E(w) @ (T. These 
twisted generalized Verma modules are the partial standard modules of 
O(g, Pk). If G = PSP(2, R), then these remarks and (3.36)(iii) offer the 
reader a glimpse at the “general picture,” relating principal series and 
highest weight modules. 
As a final note on O(g, P,), we need a ‘nice” duality operation. Given 
any object X~fl(g, PK)% let 
X#= {x* E X*: x* is both (L n K)-finite and a-finite}. 
A short calculation shows MP(yy,,@ c)$ is 8(N)-locally nulpotent. Since 
objects in O(g, Pk) have finite length, we see 
(-’ ,)“: 8&J, PK) + O(g, WKf). 
Following [17, (43)-(47)], we recall a result of Vogan. Namely, the 
automorphism group of G contains a component Q with the following 
property: For every Cartan subgroup H’ of G, there exists some J/E Q, 
such that $(h) = h-l, if h E H’. We pick a particular @ E Q; conjugating, if 
necessary, we arrange that 
(i) Ilr(K) = K 
(ii) t&L) = L; 
(iii) J/ ) t, 0 a,,, is -id. 
Since II/ is an automorphism, $(n)=n-. We remind the reader that 
(II/ ) M) 0 (contragredient on X9Y”) 
is the usual exact contravariant duality on Xv”, which preserves the 
isomorphism class of an irreducible representation. Put 
x- = (xy 3 (4.10) 
then one can verify that (. . .)- is an exact contravariant functor on 
O(g, Pk), which preserves the isomorphism class of an irreducible in 
O(g, Px). We refer to (. . .) - as duality. In case P = P, and G is quasi-split, 
then this is the usual duality operation on category 0;; [17]. In general, 
(...)- is a mixture of the “Verma module duality” and the “Harish- 
Chandra module duality.” 
n,-Homology and Perversity 
Let g(Pk) denote the category of sheaves of complex vector spaces on 
Ban (analytic topology) which are constructible with respect to the 
stratification of .?# by P,-orbits (3.13). Denote by D,(%(P,)) the derived 
category of doubly bounded complexes of sheaves on Ban with 
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cohomology in %?(PK). Inside Db(%?(PK)), there is an abelian subcategory 
[lo], the category of perverse sheaves (relative to P,-orbits), denoted Perv. 
Following Deligne, we define the category Perv(g, Pk) to be the full 
subcategory of Perv consisting of P,-equivariant perverse sheaves. (We 
remark that 9 E Perv is P,-equivariant if the following three conditions 
are satisfied: (i) there exists an isomorphism a: act*9 +p*F, where 
act:P,xg+-t, act(k, x) = k . x and p:P,xg+SY, p(k xl = x; 
(ii) i*a: i*act*R + i*p*F is the identity on 9, where i: &? + P, xg, 
i,(x) = (e, x); (iii) if i,: S?? --f P, x S?‘, ik(x) = (k, x) and d(k) = i,*a, then” 
d(k) d(k’) = d(k’k). If P, is connected, conditions (i) and (ii) together imply 
(iii) and this collapses to the definition in [24].) Our conventions are set 
up so that &(Y’) = 0, for i>O. The objects in Perv(.SY, Pk) have finite 
length and the irreducible objects can be described as follows [9]: Let 
Yd,., = a P,-equivariant local system on O(2, w). (4.11) 
This is a P,-equivariant sheaf of complex vector spaces on O(Z?, w), with 
one dimensional stalks. Denote by IC(ZA .,) the corresponding intersection 
cohomology complex, in the sense of Deligne-Goresky-MacPherson 
[ 10,241. The complex IC(Y2,,) is characterized by properties as in 
[25, (1.5)] (with respect to P,-orbits). 
The work of Beilinson-Bernstein [2] and (3.13) assure that d(cO(g, Pk)) 
are holonomic $&modules with regular singularities. Via the Beilinson- 
Bernstein localization equivalence of categories A and the Riemann-Hilbert 
correspondence DR, there is a faithful functor 
DR. A: cO(g, Pk) + Perv(%?, PK). (412) 
Next, given a P,-orbit O(=S?, MI), we have a natural inclusion 
i: O(22, w) + 99, (4.13) 
leading to the functors i,, i! on DJ%?(Pk)); here, we use the convention 
that for any morphism rr, rr* denotes RX*, etc. 
(4.14) PROPOSITION. Under the Beilinson-Bernstein localization equiva- 
lence of categories A and the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence DR, then we 
have 
DICTIONARY 
Q(% PtJ Perv(S#, P,) 
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(4.15) Remark. The proof we give is a slight modification of arguments 
of Vogan [30] (for Harish-Chandra modules). Implicit in the statement of 
(4.14) is the fact i*(2’2,,,,) is actually perverse. As a consequence, since 
i!(q,,,,)= Di*(K.,:,) (D = Verdier duality) 
and D preserves the perverse category, we see i,(Y9,.:,) is perverse. 
The crucial step in the proof of (4.14) is the verification of 
(4.16) LEMMA. There exists a P,-equivariant local system 2?2,w,,,, such 
that 
DR.d(M,(y,.,.Oo)-)=i,(~~.,,,)Cdim O(% w)] 
and 92, k’. (I =DR.d(M,(y,,,@a)-) )O,l,n,,. In particular, the right hand 
side of this equation is perverse. 
Assuming (4.16), the proof of (4.14) is as follows. Begin by noting that 
there exists a natural surjective map 
i!(~~,,.,,)-,DR.d(M,(y,,*,Oo)). 
To see this, we make a series of observations: 
(4.17) 
(a) Given any perverse sheaf 9 supported on closure (O(S?, w)), 
there exists a natural map i!F 1 OC1, )l.J -+ 9. 
(b) Let9=DR~d(M,(y,,@o))andF=DR~d(M,(y,,@o)-). 
By definition of (. . .) - , F and &’ have the same irreducible composition 
factors. Moreover, using (4.16), 9’ has a unique irreducible submodule 9 
and all other composition factors are attached to P,-orbits in the boundary 
of the closure of the orbit. Therefore, in 9, all composition factors are 
attached to orbits in the orbit closure, except the distinguished irreducible 
quotient Y of 9. In short, 
F 10(8,*,)=~‘ Io(~,w.,=%,w,~* 
By (a), we obtain the existence of the map in (4.17). 
(cl Finally, id%,,.,) h as a unique irreducible quotient attached to 
O(2, w), as does 9, and they agree. All other composition factors are 
attached to strictly smaller orbits, so the map in (4.17) must be onto; this 
makes sense, in view of (4.15) and the fact that the perverse category is 
abelian [4]* Letting Q(. ..) denote formal characters in Perv(W, Px), we 
find 
Q(i!(%,,.,)) = Q(i,(%,,.,)) 
=O(DR.d(M,(y,,,Oa)-)=Q(DR.d(M,(y,,,Oo))); 
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where the middle equality comes from (4.16). This shows (4.17) is an 
injective map. 
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the proof of (4.16). The 
essential ideas are borrowed from Vogan’s proof of [30, (4.8)]; which is the 
Harish-Chandra category analog of (4.14). In a nutshell, one proceeds by 
explicitly computing the solution complex attached to the $&module 
~(M,(JJ,.~,@ a)-) and showing its Verdier dual is just i*(5?+,,), up to a 
shift, for some P,-equivariant local system Y9,,,,. In turn, this depends 
upon a careful analysis of the n,-homology groups of M,(y,,, 0 a)-. 
Upon first reading, restricting to the case of P = P, and G quasi-split is 
most illuminating. 
(4.18) LEMMA. We haue 
ProoJ To simplify notation in the proof, let M( WI = M,(y,,., 0 0) and 
w  = r?(yI, w  @ a). Consider the following two complexes: 
+M(W)@Akn- +M(W)@A”-‘n-+ ... +M(W)-+O V* 
+M(W)- @Akn+M(W)- @Akpln+ ... 4-M(W)- +O (SF?*)--. 
Since w  is exact, the definitions of n--homology and n-cohomology show 
H’(n, M(W)-)=H*((%Z*)-)= [H*(U*)]- =H,(n, M(W))-. 
By Poincare duality, 
ff’(n, M(W)- I= ffdimnp j(n, M( W)-)@I (CzpCn,)*. 
Finally, M(W) is n--free, so 
Hj(n-, M(W)) = ow’ 
L 
i=O 
i # 0. 
Q.E.D. 
(4.19) COROLLARY. Let 2’ E W(L n K) and consider the nilradical ug”, of 
the special Bore1 subalgebra b$ = @,,@u$ of m@ a (recall (3.6)). Put 
UP,e =u$On, MP- = M,(y, ,,.Oo)-. Then 
Hi(UJ’3,, MPw )= 0, 
i<dim n 
Hi-dirn”(US,, 7cL(yI,,.o+ )0&t”,, othernjise. 
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Proof: We have a convergent spectral sequence 
Ef,,=ff(u;,, H,(n, Mp(yr.~Oa)-)=>H,+,(u.,,., M,(y%w@O)-), 
which has already converged; this follows from (4.18), since the nonzero 
Ef,, terms live in a single column. Q.E.D. 
Combining (4.19) with the Casselman-Osborne lemma, we have 
(4.20) LEMMA. Adopt the notation and terminology of (4.19), then the 
I),.-weights of H.+(u~..~, ~V,(y,~,@o)-) are all contained in the set 
1 ZW9~W0,Ji(~f) + p&J: z E ZBp.,,}; 
here, w9, = w” is as in (3.22), for some unique w  E %Bp. 
(4.21) COROLLARY. Among the possible b,, weights of H*(u$.,,, 
MP(Y,, n, 0 CJ IN ), wJ,wo, ,Jxs,) + p(ulz,,) is the unique u$ antidominant 
weight. 
(4.22) COROLLARY. The weight ~~~wo,~&,) + p(us,,,) occurs in 
Hr(uy,.e, ~,(y,,, Q a) - ) if and only if the following three conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) %=A!‘; 
(ii) Let c=dimBL-dims, then r=dimn+c=dimg- 
dim O(3, e); 
(iii) A(9) acts by o on this anti-dominant weight space. 
Moreover, in this case, dim H,(u$On, M,(y,,,.O a)- )(~,wo,&~) + 
Au.&,)) = 1. 
Proof. This follows from the above discussion and [30, (4.7)]. We 
remark that 
dim n + dim gr. = dim L% and dim O(S?, w) = e(w) + dim A?, WE2BP. 
Q.E.D. 
(4.23) LEMMA. Suppose b,,,, = h,, 0 u~,.,~ and b,,,, = hs, @ uq,,, are 
special points, a’ E A(Y). Put M, - = M,(Y,+ 0 a) -. Then 
dimHorn h(~,),H(~‘)nKCHk(~,,,.“, MPN 1, Wu,~,,W3W 
= dimHorn h(l,),H(J,)nK(Hk+e(g)(~~,,e, MP- h W~Y.,~) 
Q [ntop(eu .,,,Ou,,,,)Oa’ll”). 
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Proof, We begin with two observations: 
(i) Let d(e, y) = dim( b,, ./b,. en b 9,.,?i), then d(e, y) = e(y). This is 
best seen by first noting bl,.FE’O, and b,,.,E O,.. By P-invariance, it is 
enough to show dim(u/[u n y a u]) = e(y). But, classical Schubert theory 
tells us 
e(y) = dim B, = dim(U n yw,,U) = dim 9? - dim B,,, 
= dim U - dim( U n yU). 
(ii) Let d(e, y)=roots of . 1 
condition holds, 
(b,, Jby, en b,,,,), then the following 
aEA(e,y)=>(a,y,,.~I)>O, 
where p = the lowest weight of (F/u,.,,F). Assume the infinitesimal charac- 
ter of F is very regular and there exists some a E d(e, y) such that 
(a,y,.p)<Oo(y,‘a, ~)<O~~~‘a~A~,oa~d(b~,.~), 
a contradiction 
Combine observations (i) and (ii) and argue as in the proof of 
[30, (4.3)], the key tool being [30, (4.13)]. Q.E.D. 
(4.24) COROLLARY. Suppose b9,+, is a P,-special point in SJ’, a’ E A( 9’). 
Then 
= 
i 
0, if (9, w, a) # (Y, y, a’) or i # dim g - dim O(9, w) 
1, if(9, w, a) = (z?‘, y, a’) and i = dim g -dim O(Z?, w). 
By (4.13) (regular singularities) we find that if XE a’, xo b” = h.‘@u”, 
then 
Combining this with (4.24) allows us to compute the stalks of the solution 
complex of A(M,(y,+, @ (T) - ) over x o 6” = h” 0 ux. We find: 
0) Wf,,(~p(y,wO~)-~ %L=03 unless i = c = dim g-dim 
w=% w); 
(ii) Ext’uc9,(M,(y,,..0a)-, OF)X = 0, except over O(9, w) and 
Extt&Wy,,..O al-3 ok-1 lo,s,,,., = the sheaf of locally constant sections 
of a P,-equivariant local system Y9,,.,. 
Since DR(. . .) = D Sol(. . .)[dim $81, we obtain (4.16). 
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5. HECKE MODULES 
In this section, we complete the preliminaries needed to show that every 
induced representation carries a computable weight filtration. This involves 
two essential ingredients: First, a review of Hecke module theory, in the 
spirit of Lusztig-Vogan’s work [25]. Second, Bernstein’s L-functor, which 
geometrically realizes Zuckerman’s K-finite functor. Once the appropriate 
terminology is in place, the key point will be that L induces a computable 
Hecke module map L. 
Hecke Module Review 
In what follows, fix a standard parabolic subgroup P = LN = MAN of G. 
If S = K or P,, let 
Q(S) = {(0,6): 0 is an S-orbit on 99 and 6 is an 
S-equivariant sheaf on 0 with one dimensional 
stalks >. (5.1) 
If S = K, the elements of 9?(K) correspond (via (2.2)) to sets of Langlands 
data for G. In particular, to each (0,6) E 9(K) we may attach a standard 
cuspidal parabolic subgroup P, = M, A 0 N, = P( 0) and cr E A( 0) (recall 
(3.23)). If S = P,, elements of 9(PK) may be regarded as triples (A!, w, CJ), 
where A?eW(LnK), WE%!‘, and ova, as follows from (4.14) and 
(5.70) below. 
Let IF, be the finite field of q =pr elements, with p a prime number. Let A 
be an algebraic closure of IF,. If Y is a complex algebraic variety defined 
over a finite extension of Q by a certain set of polynomials S, (by 
equations and inequalities), then it is possible to obtain new varieties Y, 
defined over IF,, by reducing modulo p the coefficients involved in the 
polynomials of S,. By this procedure, one obtains, starting from Y, new 
varieties Y, having similar properties as Y, for almost all prime powers 
q =p’. In particular, from our group, we obtain for almost all q, 
(a) G, defined over IF 4 ; 
(b) each class of parabolic subgroups in G, is defined over IF 4 ; 
(c) 9q is defined over IF,; (5.2) 
(d) K,, P,c,q are defined over [F, ; 
W K,, PK,y and B, orbits on ~8~ are defined over [F,. 
Let e be a prime to q, and set S = K or Pk. Following (5.1) and abusing 
notation slightly, we may view 9(S) to consist of S,-equivariant 
Q/-sheaves on the S,-orbits of gq, with one dimensional stalks and action 
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of Frobenius with eigenvalues equal to one on invariant stalks. We denote 
by %(S,) the category of constructible Q-sheaves Y on 9Yq, such that 
Y carries an S,-equivariant action. (5.3) 
We next define a category &‘(S), whose objects consist of pairs (9, @), 
subject to the conditions 
(a) YE %(S,) and 0 is an isomorphism Fr*Y + 9; 
(b) morphisms in 6(S) are morphisms in V(S,), which 
are compatible with the corresponding @“, for some 
nEN; (5.4) 
with identifications 
(cl (9, @l) = (9, @2) if and only if @; = @;, for 
some n E IV. 
Given any (9, @) E b(S), we may study the eigenvalues of @” above fixed 
points in aq; i.e., if Fr” x = x, then @:. y, + yT is an endomorphism of the 
finite dimensional a,-vector space 9,. Let b(S)O denote the full sub- 
category of &T(S) consisting of pairs for which @; have eigenvalues of the 
form cq”‘, E a root of unity, in Z. Similarly, b(S)’ consists of objects with 
eigenvalues in Q’, Q1 = nonzero algebraic numbers. Let 52 = Q’/sZ’, where 
52’ denotes roots of unity. We write Z[sZ] for the group ring of Q and 
A’(S) for the free Z[S2]-module with basis 9(S). Define 
A(S) = z[q1’2, qp] OH 9(S), (5.5) 
which we can embedded as a submodule of A’(S), by sending q’j2 to its 
image in 52. We refer to A(S) and A”(S) as the Hecke modules of 9(S). 
Notice, 
Groth(b(S)‘) = A!‘(S), 
Groth(&(S)‘) = A(S). 
(5.6) 
Referring to [20], we recall the Hecke algebra X attached to the 
Coxeter pair (!I& G), with algebra basis {T,: s E G}. In [25], Lusztig and 
Vogan define an Z-module structure on A’(K) and A(K). We now 
proceed to define a Hecke module action on M’(PK) and A(P,). Fix s E G 
and set 
X, = {(B’, B”) E .$Tq x gq in relative position s} 
b(resp. a): X, --t %? projections on first (resp. second) factors. 
(5.7) 
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Of course, the maps “a” and “b” of (5.7) depend upon s, but we suppress 
this dependence, in the interest of notational simplicity. If Ys denotes the 
variety of parabolics of type s, we have a diagram 
I 
b (5.8) 
where II is the natural projection; then X, is the complement of the 
diagonal in the fibre product of the rr projections. We define 
TJSP) = I(- l)j R’b,a*(Y), YE Groth(&(S)‘). (5.9) 
Recall from (3.28): s E 6 is of special type for w  E ‘D’, if /( ws) = e(w) + 1 
and ws~2JY’. Next, suppose ,$ is a set naturally parametrized by ‘%Bf. We 
say s is of special type for an element Tw in 9, whenever s is of special type 
for w. In this sense, we may consider P-orbits P,-orbits, B-orbits, and 
induced representations (in a given g(P, A?)-family, for which s is of special 
type. For our purposes, we need only analyze (5.9), when s is of special 
type for a P-orbit. For the reader interested in the Kazhdan-Lusztig 
program for the category Lo(g, PK), a full detailed study (beyond the special 
directions) of the X-module structure, via (5.9), is needed. Since this 
discussion is unnecessary for our purposes, we omit it 
(5.10) LEMMA. Ifs is of special type for CD,,, then ~‘(0,) z CD,, and 
ba-‘(0,) = om,s. 
Proof Recall the classical Schubert cell (B-orbit) decompositions 
0, = u B;,. and 0,s = u bv,~ ZErnp. 
It follows that s is of special type for 0, if and only ifs is of special type for 
each B,, if and only if s $ r(zw), for all z E 2Rp. By the local structure of the 
Schubert cells [21], we have 
a-‘(B,,)~ BZW,, and ba-‘(B:,) = B;,,, 
for all ~~‘223,. In particular, this gives us bijective maps 
f: a-‘(0,) + CD,, and g: ba-‘(0,) --t cl,, 
which are algebraic isomorphisms from the dense open B-orbit B,,, in 0, 
onto the dense open B-orbit IBI,,,D,, in O,,. 
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Now, let B’ be any Bore1 subgroup of G contained in P. Then each of 
the above P-orbits is invariant under the action of B’, so we may look at a 
new Schubert cell decomposition 
a?=u o,=u u IFS;, ) 
( 1 
WEW, ZErnp. 
M’ w  z 
The argument of the first paragraph applies, showing that f and g are 
algebraic isomorphisms of a-‘(B’,,,) or ba-‘(B&,) onto 5&,,,,. Our proof 
is complete, upon noting that 
{B&: B’ a Bore1 subgroup in P} 
forms an open cover of 0,) for each x E ?RV’. 
We have containments of complex algebraic varieties 
0(2?, w)sO,s@, 9cE@(LnK), w~!B3’. 
Q.E.D. 
Denote the natural inclusions by 
x(22, w): O(22, w) --, o,., 
y(w): 0, + w. 
(5.11) 
Then v(w) .x(9, w) = i(Z?, w) is the natural inclusion of the P,-orbit into 
the flag variety for G. When the orbits in question are clear from context, 
we will denote these inclusions by x, y, and i, respectively. If 3 is a 
P,-equivariant local system on G(S, w), we denote by IC”‘(9) the intersec- 
tion cohomology complex of dp inside 0,. This should be contrasted with 
our earlier notation IC(9), which denoted the intersection cohomology 
complex of 9 inside S?. Except when w  = e, IC”(Y) and IC(Y) are 
typically drastically different objects. 
Let s be of special type for CJ,,. Using (5.8) and (5.10), we define 
a’: a-‘(O,)+ 0,; a’=a ( a-‘(CD,), 
b’:a~‘(O,)+O,,; b’=b 1 a-‘(O,), 
and un and 6” for analogous restrictions to a-‘(G(J!, w)). 
(5.12) PROPOSITION. Let s be of special type for 0,. Then we have the 
following equivalences of categories 
Pefu@,,,,PK>----- (a’)*[1] -----+per~(qgK) 
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where A, =del(b’)! (a’)*[l]. Moreover, 
(i) Zf 58 is a P,-equivariant local system on 0(2?, w), then 
A,(X!(% w)Y) = X!(% WS)((b”)! (a”)* =Y[l]) 
holds in the perverse category. 
(ii) Zf Y is a P,-equivariant local system on O(S!, w), then 
A,(IC”(Y)) = ICWS((,“)! (a”)* .Y[l]) 
holds in the perverse category. 
ProoJ By (5.10), a-‘(0,)x0,, and since a’ is smooth, (a’)*[11 is 
exact. If 9~ Perv(O,, Pk), then (a’)* [l](Y) satisfies the vanishing 
conditions for perversity. We must also verify these conditions for the 
Verdier dual lD(a’)* [l](Y); this will follow from the fact that (a’)! = 
(a’)* [2] (since a’ is a smooth map) and D(a’)* = (a’)!D. These remarks 
show (a’)* [l] is well defined. 
For (i) and (ii), we begin by checking that 
a-‘(O(2, w)) x O(s?, ws) = ha-‘(O(Li?, w)). 
To see this, recall the tibres 
(5.13) 
L”(x) = n-‘(?r(x)) in (5.8), 
then L”(x) is a projective line of type s through XE$ i.e., L”(x) z P’. 
Arguing as in [30, (5.1)] and recalling (3.10), we find 
/ 
b2.J~ if 9=9!’ and w=w’ 
Nb,,) n (P, . b,..,) = &J~ if 9 = 9’ and ws = w’ (5.14) 
49 otherwise. 
This shows that 
O^= u 
def 
L”(x) = O(9, w) u O(z?, ws), 
rEo(2.W) 
which implies (5.13). 
Next, we will show that 
(i) ~~(9, w)9 is in Perv(CD,, Pk). (5.15) 
We do this by induction on e(w). If e(w) = 0, then 0, x SJL and CD(d, w) 
are the LA K-orbits of gL. As observed by Bernstein, Cb(9, e) are aIXnely 
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embedded into SJL, so x! is exact (in the perverse sense) and (515)(i) holds 
for 0,. Assume (5.15)(i) for 0, and invoke base change (together with the 
smoothness of a’) to obtain 
(ii) A,(x!(% w)P) =x&% ws)((b”)!(a”)* -Y[l]), (5.15) 
in Db(Perv(O,,, PK)). By induction and the first paragraph of the proof 
(which uses smoothness of a’), the left hand side of (5.15)(ii) is perverse; 
hence, (5.15)(i) holds for ws. From these remarks, (i) and (ii) now follow. 
We need a complementary observation to (3.13). 
{P,-equivariant local systems on O(LS!, w)} is in one-to- 
one correspondence with A (9 ). (5.16) 
To see this, recall (cf. (3.6)-( 3.10)) the special Bore1 subgroup B,,., in 
O(9, w). We must study Z(w)/Z(w)O, where Z(w) is the isotropy group of 
B,,, in P,. If w=e, 
Z(e)/Z(e)O=(L n K n Bt)N/(L n K n Bi)'N 
tT!I(LnKnH9)N/(LnKnH,)oN 
C~j(LnKnH,)N/(LnKnH,)oN=T,/T,0=A(2?), 
where (1) and (2) use Matsuki’s theorem [30, (2.1)] (on SYL). This gives 
(5.16) for O(J!, e). For general w, we apply successive special reflections to 
move from B,,, to B,,, and the quotients Z(w)/Z(w)O are all isomorphic to 
Z(eYZ(e)“. 
Finally, since a’ is a smooth map, (a’)* [l] is fully faithful and our proof 
is complete (noting b’ is a homeomorphism). Note that (a’)* [l] sends 
generators to generators in the corresponding derived categories, so fully 
faithfulness will imply the equivalence of categories. Q.E.D. 
We are interested in explicitly computing the action of T, on objects of 
the form y,(w) ICw(99,,,,). 0 ur next result is a first step in this direction. 
The final answer needed requires quite a bit more work and occurs in 
(5.41) and (5.72) below. 
(5.17) LEMMA. Zf s is of special type for O(9, w) and Y is a 
P,-equiuariant local system on O(9, w), then 
(i) b!a*[l](i!(S!, w)dp) = i,(& ws)(by(a”)* L![l]) is peroerse; 
(ii) b!a*[l](y,(w)IC”(~))=y,(ws)IC”“(b~(a”)*S?[l]) is perverse. 
(iii) For anyperverse sheaf D on CD,,,, b!a*[l](y,(w)D)=y,(ws)A,D. 
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Proof Consider the diagram 
I 
o- b ws - a-l (UDw)Pa’-) ‘0,. 
By base change and the smoothness of a, 
u*y!(w) = $(a’)*. 
We also have 
b! y; = y!(ws) b;. 
Combining these facts gives us 
hu*Cll y,(w) = b,yXa’)* Cl I= y,(ws) b;(d)* [I] = y,(ws) A,, 
by (5.12). 
From the factorization in (5.11), y(w) .x(9, w)= i(3, w) and (4.14) 
showed that i!(A), w)Y is perverse. Combined with (5.12)(i) we have (i). 
For (ii) and (iii) (perversity), we use the additional fact that P-orbits are 
affrnely embedded (MiliEiC), hence y,(x) is exact (in the perverse sense), for 
all xe2Bp. Q.E.D. 
Some Results of Bernstein 
In [6], Bernstein announced a geometric construction of the “K-finite 
functor” and further details of this work have since appeared in [7, 12, 361. 
To begin, recall our fixed parabolic subgroup P = LN and set T = L n K. 
(Note: We remind the reader that we are working with a complexilication 
of a real parabolic subgroup, as opposed to the more heavily studied 
“O-stable parabolic” case.) Define 
L: Q4g, PI0 + HWF, 
W-)=R(K)Ok,.X (as a vector space); 
(5.18) 
here, R(K) are the regular functions on K and, as in [16], L(X) aquires a 
natural U(g)-action. Notice that L is a right exact functor, leading to the 
left derived functors VL’. A priori, ZL’(X) is only a (g, K) module. The 
proof of our next lemma precisely relates L with the classical K-finite 
functor r. Combining this with the remark in [27, p. 3561, we see YL’(X) 
is always admissible in (5.18), whenever X is in O(g, Px). Recall the duality 
operations in (2.7). 
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(5.19) LEMMA. Let Z be any Harish-Chandra module for L, then 
Proof. By duality [7], 
C9Li(M)lZ!inite = gri(Mfn K-liniteh (5.20) 
where WZ’ are the derived functors of the K-finite functor Z, as defined in 
[27, (6.2.9)]. (Note: Since T need not be connected, Z is typically “smaller” 
than the space of K-finite vectors. These technicalities are incorporated into 
the definitions of [27, Section 6.21.) By [15, (5.5.4)], 
(‘(g)@lt(p) Z)::nK-~nite=HomLI(p)(U(S), z2nK-Rnite)LnK-finite. 
We combine (5.20) with [27, (6.3.5)] and the fact that Zp((. . .)-)- = 
IP((“‘)EnK-~nite)~-Tmite. Q.E.D. 
Let 
i.e., the algebraic induction of an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for 
the Levi factor of P. 
(5.21) COROLLARY. (i) F 11 o owing the notation and conventions of 
(3.23), fix a partial standard module M,(y,,,@ G), then 9L”(M,(y,,,@o)) 
= Z,,,,(W9 0) 0 VY,, ) N is a generalized principal series representation. Zf 4 
is closed and P is cuspidal, then P = P(J). 
(ii) si4L”(N,(y,,,@a)) = Zp(y+,@o)~; recall (3.23)(iv). 
We will need an analog of (5.19), in the perverse geometric setting, plus 
an understanding of how the L-functor interacts with the Hecke algebra 
action. Accomplishing these tasks will necessitate a closer look at the 
geometric construction of L. 
Using the dictionaries provided by localization, the Riemann-Hilbert 
correspondence and passage to positive characteristic (see [l, 11, 121 for a 
more careful discussion), we have equivalences of categories 
Oh PK) = Per+% PK) = PervP& P,,,) = WI, P,),, 
def 
for almost all q. If we consider the action of Frobenius, we are led to X%y, 
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&9?b, 8(g, P,),” and O(g, P,):, in analogy with our prior discussion for 
&‘(S)O and J’(S)‘. 
If Y is a smooth projective algebraic variety over Q (or ff 4) and {0} (or 
{6Jg}) is a stratification sympathetic with an action by an algebraic group R 
(not necessarily by R-orbits), we write Perv( Y, {O}, R) to denote the 
category of perverse sheaves on Y, with respect to the stratification {O}, 
which carry an equivariant action of R, in the sense discussed in Section 4. 
Consider the diagram 
(5.22) 
where p(k, x)=x, act(k, x) = k .x, and l is the projection. By [ 12, (2.13), 
(2.15)], there is an equivalence of categories 
Perv(K, x ~$9~’ (K, x 0: 0 is a P,,, orbit}, K, x T4) 
-% Perv(K, xTgq, {{(K, x 0): 0 is a P,,, orbit), K,), (5.23) 
where r*[dim T] = S- *. In the left hand side of (5.23), our action is given 
by (k’, t) . (k, x) = (k’kr - ‘, tx) and on the right side the action is clear. We 
can now define 
YL,: qg, P& --) Db(*r&4), 
P’L,(M) ==f (act, . S -p*M)[dim K]; 
(5.24) 
it will be clear from context whether or not we are considering a Frobenius 
action in (5.24). 
(5.25) THEOREM (Bernstein [7]): Let 9 denote the equivalence of 
categories enacted by localization, the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, and 
passage to positive characteristic. Then we have a commutative square: 
@(g,pKk- ‘L- Db&‘% F) 
G 
I 
G 
@ (9 ,pK&-- LL, 
V 
-D&X%$). 
60717311-9 
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Recall (5.8) and (5.9). We define 
wYP)=b*a*Cll(Y), Y E Perv(9, S):. (5.26) 
(5.27) PROPOSITION. l2 We have R, . BL, = TL,. R,. 
Proof: For simplicity of notation, we drop the subscript “q” in our 
proof. The idea is to “slide” R, past each of the three pieces in the 
definition of ZL (5.24). Begin with the diagram 
KxX, 
Applying smooth base change and the fact that p is smooth to the left half 
of the diagram gives 
(1 xb),p*[dimK]=p*[dimK] b,. (5.28) 
The right half of the diagram immediately gives 
(5.29) 
Combining (5.28) and (5.29) gives 
pLR,=act,.S.p*[dimK] b,a*[l] 
= act, .S.(l x6),(1 xa)*[l]P*[dimK]. (5.30) 
Next, consider the natural projection 
KxX,--lt,Kx,X,, 
which induces an equivalence of categories [12, (2.15)] 
Perv(K x X,, {K x a-‘(@): 0 is a P,-orbit}, K x T) 
2 Perv(K xT X,, (p(K x a-‘(O)): Lo is a P,-orbit}, K), 
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where s’ = (p* [dim T] ) ~ ‘. We have a diagram 
KxB 
lxb 
T 
E, KX~B 
t 
lxTb 
I 
KxXs-P----+ Kx~X, 
lxa 
I 
I 
lxTa 
4 
KxB -L KxTB. 
(5.31) 
Note that 1 x a (resp. 1 x b) naturally induces 1 xT a (resp. 1 xT b). We 
obtain 
~*[dimT](1x,a)*[1]=(1xa)*[1]~*[dimT], 
hence(S’)~‘(1x~u)*[1]=(1xu)*[1]S-’.Thisimp1ies 
(1 x,u)*[l]S=S’(l xu)*[l]. (5.32) 
Also, by smooth base change in (5.31) and smoothness of p and 5, 
S( 1 x b), = (1 XT b), s’. (5.33) 
Combining (5.32) and (5.33) with (5.30), we obtain 
LG?LR,=act,.S.(lxb), (1 xu)*[l]P*[dimK] 
= act, ~(1x,b),(1x,u)*[1]~S~p*[dimK]. (5.34) 
Finally, consider the diagram 
Kx,Xs----- 
I 
lxTc + Kx,B 
act’ 
I 
act 
xs cA 8, 
for c = a or b. We directly obtain 
act,(l xT b), = b, act’,. (5.35) 
Arguing by smooth base change and smoothness of a (in the above spirit), 
we have 
act!Jlx.u)*[l]=u*[l]act,. (5.36) 
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Combine (5.35), (5.36), and (5.34) to get 
~‘LR,=act,~(1x,b),(1x,a)*[1]~S-p*[dimK] 
=b,a*[l] act, .S.p*[dimK] = R,TL. (5.37) 
This completes the proof of (5.27). Q.E.D. 
(5.38) COROLLARY. Let II: AI + A’(K) be the Z[Q]-linear map 
induced by the Euler characteristic of 6pL,, then T,k = I-T,. 
Proof: Let D be the natural involution on the Hecke module, induced 
by the Euler characteristics of Verdier duality, then 
u-‘(T,+1)=D(T,+1)D=DT,D+1~DT,D=u-’T,+u-’-1. 
Now, 
R,=b,a*[l]=DbJDa*[l]=Db! Da![l]@L-‘=Db!a*[l] D@L-‘, 
(5.39) 
where L is a Tute twist. We conclude, as Hecke algebra operators, 
lJ -i DT,D = R,, so (5.27) implies our result. Q.E.D. 
An Addendum to (4.14) 
If we combine (4.14), (5.21) and assume P is cuspidal with Z? a closed 
orbit in 9YL, then we have a dictionary 
P,-equivariant local systems o partial standard modules 
o generalized principal series 
With this foresight, we need objects in O(g, PK) and Perv(% PK) which 
correspond to a general induced representation, leading to a general 
dictionary in the above spirit. Recall 
compare with (4.1). Clearly, the collection of all such modules, as d varies 
over @(L n K) and w  varies over !JB’, forms a basis for the Grothendieck 
group of O(g, PK). This basis of “induced from irreducibles” is somewhat 
intermediary between the partial standard modules MP(. . .) and the partial 
standard irreducible modules Lp(...). Moreover, by (5.21), we see that 
the L functor associates to each N,(y,,@o) the induced module 
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MY9,,04-* To obtain our desired analog of the above dictionary, we 
must describe DR .d(N,(y, ,@o)). This description is given in (5.46) 
below; first, we need a technical result, which sharpens the statement in 
(517)(i). 
Let X be an object in &V,. Denote by 
x: Perv(99, K) + Z[9(K)], 
the Euler characteristic map. We define a map 
~(X)=X DR.&X), (5.40) 
with similar definitions in the context of 8(g, Pk). Let 8, denote the 
coherent continuation action for the Grothendieck group of Harish- 
Chandra modules for G. 
(5.41) LEMMA. Let !L be the Euler characteristic of 9L’ in the perverse 
setting over characteristic zero. Assume s is of special type for 0, and recall 
the action of s in (3.34), (3.35) and the notation of (3.23). Then 
TsWid-% w) y2,..,,)) = Mid% ws) ~Epq,,,,..)) 
= wM~“(Y,,,o-J)b ). 
Moreover, we have the following strengthened version of (5.17)(i): 
&a*[11 4% w)(~~,~,,) = id-% ~3) ~9,ws,s.o. 
Prooj For simplicity, we drop the “I” in our proof. We have 
T,Uid% w) g9,w,a) ;) WsW2, w) yJ,w.o) 
(7) wy,)(W, 0’) c3 vJ- ), (5.42) 
for some a’~n(9). Here, (1) uses (5.38), (2) uses (5.17), (3) is by (4.14), 
and (4) is (5.21)(i) and (3.23). Also 
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where (5) uses (4.14), (6) uses (5.21)(i), and (7) uses the fact that T, 
corresponds to the action of coherent continuation in the Grothendieck 
group of %‘wF [ZS, Section 51 and our calculation of this coherent 
continuation action in (3.36)(iv). Combining (5.42) and (5.43) we have 
@(Z,(&w 0’) @ vL?,J) = @(Z,(,)(6(6, s. 6) 0 v+,J). (5.44) 
Now, the equality in (5.44) is between the characters of two generalized 
principal series representations induced off of the same parabolic subgroup 
with the same infinitesimal inducing parameter. \There exists u E !BJ(A,) 
such that us (6(.&o’)@ v~,,) and u. (6(9, s -a)@ vd,,J are negative for the 
roots d(a,, n,). Here, v acts in the classical way (as in [22]) and not as in 
(3.35); we are using a different Weyl group! An old result of Harish- 
Chandra tells us that 
@V,(,,(~ . (WA co@ vz?,,N) = W,(,)(~ . (w% s. fJ) 8 v,,,,))). 
But now we have the equality of characters of two standard modules 
attached to P(9) with the same infinitesimal inducing data and by 
Langlands classification the inducing data must be the same. In particular, 
u’ = s . 6. Q.E.D. 
(5.45) Remark. If 9 is of minimal dimension, then N,(y9,,,@c) = 
MP(~S,w @ a) and we may appeal to the dictionary of (4.14) to describe 
DR 4Wy,,O ~1) = 4% w) y;Rs.w,o. If P is a cuspidal parabolic sub- 
group of G, this is precisely the case when we are inducing from relative 
discrete series data on the Levi factor. Our next proposition generalizes this 
aspect of (4.14). 
(5.46) PROPOSITION. In the perverse category, DR. d(N,(ya, @ a)) = 
Y!(W) =Ycz,,,,). 
Proof Fix 9 and WE!DJ’. As remarked in (5.45), (5.46) holds when 9 is 
of minimal dimension. Consequently, we assume d is not a closed orbit 
in 9YL. By (5.12)(i), we have the following short exact sequence in 
Perv(O,, P,): 
o+x(w,u)+x!(.9, w)~,w,~-~cw(~,w,(r)~o. (5.47) 
Moreover, in the Grothendieck group, 
X-(W) a)= c a(Y, a’) X!(Y, W)(2z~~,wV,,~), @I’, d’)EZ. (5.48) 
e(s’) c: C(9) 
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Correspondingly, for a fixed (but arbitrary) r E A(J), we have an exact 
sequence of Harish-Chandra modules for L 
0 + R(e, T) + 7tL(y9,, 0 2) + 7++ (Y&e @ 7) + 0 (5.49) 
and in the Grothendieck group 
R(e, T) = 1 b(e, 2, a’) 7~~(y~,,~@ o’), b(e, A?‘, a’) e Z. (5.50) 
/(S’)</(Y) 
Iterating the equivalence of categories in (5.12), we obtain an equivalence 
A(w): Perv(gL, L n K) + Perv(O,, Pk), (5.51) 
and let DR’ -A’: &W,(L) Sj Perv(9YL, L nK). The definition of A(w) and 
(5.16) ensure that there must exist some TEA(~) such that 
O-+ Jf-(WY a) + X!(% w) =&,w.. 
1 
z 
O+A(w) DR’.A’(R(e,r))~A(w)DR’.A’(RL(y,,Oz)) 
--L Icwe.9,w,J +O 
I 
z 
r, A(w) DR’.A’(n~,+(y,,Or))~O 
In the Grothendieck group, this gives, via (5.48), 
A(w) DR’.A’(R(e, T))=%-(w, a) 
= C a@?‘, 0’) x,(-Y, ~)(~y.,,,..). (5.52) 
f(T) <L(Y) 
On the other hand, via (5.50) and (5.12), we have a formal identity 
A(w) DR’ . A’(R(e, T)) = A(w) DR’ . A’ 1 He, 9’, d ~L(Y,s,eO 0’) 
QY’) -c/(Y) 
= c b(e, Y, d) A(w) DR’ . A’(Jz’(~,.,~@ a’)) 
L(Y’) <1(Y) 
= C Qe, d’, 0’) x@‘, w)(~~~,,,,,,,.,~). (5.53) 
f(P) < P(Y) 
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Combining (5.52) and (5.53), we have the following conclusion: 
Let d = {a(Y, 0’) # 0 in (5.52)) and 9 = {b(e, 9’, o’) #O 
in (5.53)). Then d and 9 are in bijective correspondence, 
via the equation a(Z?‘, a’) = b(e, d’, A(w)-’ . cr’). (5.54) 
Next, recall our discussion in Section 3, concerning wall-crossing. In 
(3.35), we described the action of coherent continuation 8, on induced 
Harish-Chandra modules. We could just as well apply the same discussion 
to describe the coherent continuation action in 0(g, Pk) on the partial 
standard modules or on the modules NP( .. .). The reader can check that 
the key point will be exactness of U(g)@&,) (...) and the fact that this 
algebraic induction functor commutes with translation functors. This 
reasoning leads to the following: Ifs is of special type for O,, then we have 
an exact sequence 
0 + MP(Y,: ws 0 s .o') -+ 4ukwP(Y2~,w @ 0')) + 
M,(y,.,,@a’) + 0, where s. (ys,,,,Oo’) = ~~,,.,~@s .6’ is 
defined as in (3.34). (5.55) 
We put %Wp(~2~,w 0 0’)) = M,(Y,,,, 6 s . c’), which is the s-w&crossing 
of MP(Y,f, w  0 cf)* 
Recalling, (5.50), let A EA(Z?) be fixed (but arbitrary) and w  E’?D’. We 
formally define 
R(w, w*A)= 1 4% 2’9 0’) “%m+ @ 0, c(w, ii!‘, a’) E Z, (5.56) 
/(2’) < C(2) 
by replacing “e” by “w” and “7” by “w. I” in the short exact sequence 
(5.49). We have a short exact sequence 
0 + WI @1u(p) Ne, A) -+ Mpbs, e 63 2) -+ Npbs, e 8 A) -, 0 
and a corresponding Grothendieck expression 
Wd @U(p) R(e,A)= 1 45 s’, 0’) Mp(YsT. e 8 a’). 
(5.57) 
((2’) <d(2) 
Now, apply an s special wall-crossing to (5.57) and obtain 
wl) @U(p) R(s, s. 1) = ~,Wg) CX&,) Ne, 1)) 
= 1 c(e, S’, a’) Mp(yss,s @ s. a’). (5.58) 
C(2’) <e(s) 
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Continuing on in this way, using successive wall-crossings, we arrive at 
Wd @‘u(p) R(w, w.A)= 1 c(e, ii!‘, 0’) Mp(ysr,w @ w. a’). (5.59) 
1(T) <L(Y) 
By the algebraic induced character formula this says 
R(w, w.A)= C c(e, ii?‘, 6’)nL(ysf,+,@w-a’). 
C(3) < c(a) 
(5.60) 
In particular, pick I such that w  .13. = cr (via the action in (3.34)). Then 
R(wfJ)= c c(e, A?‘, a’) 7rL(ysG,w@ w. a’). (5.61) 
C(Y) < ((9) 
We conclude that 
Let @={c(e,Y,c~‘)#O in (5.61)) and Y={c(w,Z, 
w  . a’) # 0 in (5.56)}, then these two sets are in bijective 
correspondence, via the equation c(e, A?‘, a’) = 
c(w, 2?‘, w  * a’). (5.62) 
(5.63) Claim. For any r~’ E n(Y), A(w) -8’ = w  . o’, where w  acts by 
(3.34) and A(w) acts via (5.12). 
Assuming the claim for the moment, put r = I, then A(w). r = we 1. 
Combine (5.50) and (5.56) to obtain 
We now have 
c(e, A?‘, a’) = b(e, 9’, a’). (5.64) 
F) C b(e, 2, A(w)-’ .a’) DR~d(Mp(y,p,,@cf)) 
e(F) <C(1) 
g) C c(e, A?‘, A(w)-’ .a’) DR.d(M,(y,:,@d)) 
1(Y) c L(9) 
(5 C c(e, 2, w-l -0’) DR-d(Mp(~~~,,@cf)) 
C(F) < C(9) 
= 1 c(e, ii?‘, a’) DR~d(Mp(y,~,,Bw*d)) 
e(s’)<c(s) 
= DR .d(U(g)@ucpj R(w a)), (6) 
(5.65) 
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where, (1) is (5.48), (2) is (4.14), (3) is (5.54), (4) is (5.64), (5) is (5.63), 
and (6) is (5.61). 
Now, apply y!(w) to (5.47) and (via (5.17) obtain a short exact sequence 
of perverse sheaves 
By (5.11) and (4.14), the middle term of (5.66) corresponds to 
DR. d(M,(y,,@ a)). We have two short exact sequences 
0 +Y!(ww-(w, 0) -Y!(w) x,(-t WI &?w,, 
+ Y!(W) Icw&!,,,a) + 09 
0 -+ DR .4Wd Qucpj R(w, 0) +DR~AW,~Y,,,Q~~)) 
-DR~N,(Y&~~))+O. 
Our calculation in (5.65) shows that y,(w) IC”(99,,,a) and DR. 
A(N,(y,,,@a)) have the same irreducible composition factors. Notice, in 
the Grothendieck group, that 
where the rightmost summands are attached to orbits in the boundary 
of the closure of 0,. in $. Hence, a similar statement holds for 
Y!(W) IC”(%,,,,). Also, 
Since DR. A(N,(y,,@a)) and y!(w) ICW(99,w,a) have the same unique 
irreducible quotient, this reciprocity yields a surjective map 
4: DR~N,(Y,,,AW) -‘Y!(W) ~Cw(-%,,,:,) 
in the diagram above. By (5.65), we must have Q is injective. This 
completes the proof of (5.46), modulo a proof of (5.63). 
Proof of (5.63). Fix 9’ E 9@(L n K), O’ E A(Y), It is enough to show: 
If s is of special type for Q9,, then A,x!(.Y, w) 99,,,,,.= 
X!V’, ws) &yws,,.,,. (5.67) 
BY (5.12), 
A,X!@‘, WI %,*,,,, = X!($‘, ws) q,ws,p some fl E A(9’). (5.68) 
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Using (5.17), 
6) TAx(i!=%.,,,-1) =x(i!%.,ww). 
On the other hand, by (5.41), 
(5.69) 
(ii) T,(x(i!~,,,,,,))=x(i!~,,,,,.,.). (5.69) 
NOW, we would like to conclude s. c’ = p, which implies (5.67). This would 
complete the proof of the claim, hence end the proof of (5.46). This follows 
from the observation: 
Fix a P,-orbit O(d, w) and [, o E A(2). 
If 2’2,,,i=92,n ,.“, then [=w. 
(5.70) 
Clearly, by (4.14), each 5 E A(2) gives rise to such a local system. Suppose 
5,~ E A@? and %,w,5 = -%,,,,. We now apply the argument used in the 
proof of (5.41) to conclude a statement analogous to (5.44), which then 
implied c = o. Q.E.D. 
(5.71) COROLLARY. Let Z be in XWM as in the introduction and 
associate Yp(Z). For each WE!IB’, there exists a perverse sheaf D, on 0, 
such that DR.d(U(g)@,,,, Z,) =y!(w) D,. 
Proof: By induction on the number of composition factors of D, (5.46), 
and the long exact sequence for the cohomology groups of the solution 
complex. Q.E.D. 
(5.72) COROLLARY. Assume s is of special type for 0, and recall the 
action of s in (3.34), (3.35) and the notation of (3.23). Then 
TsUx(~dw) IC”(%,,,,))) = UX(Y~WS) IC”C%,,s,,.,N) 
=wf(y,,,,@s-+). 
Moreover, we have the following strengthened version of (5.17)(ii): 
ha*Cll Y!(W) ICw(%,w,,,) = Y!(WS) IC”(~,,s,,.,). 
Proof: For simplicity, we drop the “x” in our proof. We have 
T,~(Y!(w) IC”‘(&v,,)) ,q UTsydw) IC”l%.w,J) 
= UY!(WS) ~CW”(%,,,,4 (2) 
(7) W0w4Y~,.~,0 0’))) 
(7) wf(?y,ws@~‘)- 19 (5.73) 
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for some o’~n(s). Here, (1) uses (5.38), (2) uses (5.17), (3) is by (5.46), 
and (4) is (5.21). Also, 
(7) w4&d3s4-), (5.74) 
where (5) uses (5.46), (6) uses (5.21), and (7) uses the fact t,hat T, 
corresponds to the action of coherent continuation in the Grothendieck 
group of L%%‘~ [25, Section 51 and our calculation of this coherent 
continuation action in (3.36(iv). 
What really remains is to show s. c = 0’. By (5.17), we have a short exact 
sequence of perverse sheaves 
0 --f Y!(W) 3f- + i!(-% WI %,w,o -y,(w) Ic”G%,w,~) -+ 0, 
Q(Jf-)= 1 42’9 0’) X!P’, w)&!:,,,.), a( ii?‘, a’) E z. 
L(.Tl< r(l) 
Taking Euler characteristics, 
(0 TAYW IC”W..,,,,)) = TJM% 4 %,,,,k Lx(~dwW) 
=x(h(% ws) =%,,,...)- Tsx(~!(wW-), 
(5.75) 
by (5.41). From (5.17) we directly get 
(3 TJ(Y~w) ICY%,,,,)) = X(Y!(WS) ICwsG%,ws,.~N9 (5.75) 
for some 0’ E /i(9). The properties of intersection cohomology tell us that 
the right hand side of (5.75)(ii) involves x(i,(S, ws) dR,,,,,,,.) exactly once, 
coming from the stratum O(S, w), which is open in its closure inside CD,,,; 
moreover, all other local systems involved in the right hand side of 
(5.75)(ii) are attached to P,-orbits of strictly smaller dimension. This 
observation, combined with (5.75)(i) tells us that we have an equality of 
local systems: Y9, ws,(II = LY9 ws,s. (i. By (5.70), tr’ = s. o. This gives us the 
desired refinement of (5.17)(ii); (5.73) and (5.74) give the remainder of the 
corollary. Q.E.D. 
6. WEIGHT FILTRATIONS 
This section is devoted to a proof of (1.14). For clarity, we first prove 
(1.14) in the case when the inducing data is irreducible, then handle the 
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general case. Crucial to all of this will be our explicit computation of the 
Hecke algebra action in Section 5. As remarked in the Introduction, the 
main idea is to start with a collection of induced modules whose weight 
filtrations are a priori known (induced modules with starting data), then 
obtain filtrations of all other induced modules, via special wall-crossings 
(using our Hecke module calculations in Section 5). 
In what follows, fix a standard parabolic subgroup P = LN = MAN of G. 
Recall, the Hecke modules A’(K) and &‘(P,J attached to X%?F and 
O(g, PK), respectively. We assume full familiarity with the Kazhdan- 
Lusztig-Vogan data [25] attached to A’(K): a natural involution D 
(induced by Verdier duality); a D-self dual basis C; , 6 E 9(K); com- 
putable polynomials Py,6 E Z[q’12, qp1’2], y, 6 E 9(K); etc. 
(6.1) Proof of ( 1.14). The case of generalized principal series represen- 
tations. We are in the setting of (3.25)(i); i.e., P is cuspidal. Fix 
9 E $Y(L n K),i” and consider the &sheet decomposition of the d-family 
recall Section 3. We fix 9’ = Yi(9, P) and 
the unique starting data in Y (3.26). Since 9 is closed in 9YL, the standard 
module (for L) attached to ystart is a relative discrete series representation. 
Using (3.22), one can verify 
(6.2) Claim. The a-inducing parameter of Zp(ystart) is d(a, n)-negative, 
We now know that ZP(ystart) is a standard module in “unique submodule 
position.” It follows from Vogan’s work in [30] that DR .d(Z,(y,,,,,)) = 
Di! y, y a K-equivariant local system on a K-orbit 0 in the flag variety. (One 
argues as in our discussion following (4.17), but now in the Harish- 
Chandra category.) Moreover, Lusztig-Vogan’s work [25] shows that after 
passage to positive characteristic, [[Di,y carries an action of Frobenius with 
eigenvalues (on stalks above fixed points) of the form &qi’2, E a root of unity 
and ie Z. In particular, ZP(ystarf ) gives rise to a mixed perverse sheaf 
ZP(ystart) = Di!y (with the above Frobenius action). By the work of Lusztig- 
Vogan [25] and Vogan [30], there exist computable Laurent polynomials 
Qs,,(q) 6 Z[q’12, qp1/2] such that in A(K) 
DY= c Qs,,(d% 
669(K) 
(6.3) 
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Combining (6.3), Gabber’s weight filtration theorem [4, (5.3.5)], and the 
above remarks, we see that 
ZP(ystart) = Z~(Y,~J N and Zp(y,,,,,) carry computable weight filtrations. 
(6.4) 
Let s be a simple reflection of special type, relative to ystart. Each partial 
standard module M,(y,,@cr) corresponds to a basis element in 9(PK), 
which may be represented as a triple (9, w, a). We have the following 
Hecke module calculation 
where (1) uses (5.21) and the above discussion, (2) uses (5.38), and (3) 
follows from (5.41). Formulas in [25] and (6.4) show that the right hand 
side of (6.5) is computable, as an element of the Hecke module A(K). 
Again, using (5.21) and Gabber’s theorem, we see that the right hand side 
of (6.5) computes a weight filtration for I&. ystart)w. Continuing on in 
this way, we establish (1.14) by successive special wall-crossings. Vary cr 
over n(9) and 9 over P(L n K),i, to finish the proof of (1.14), in the case 
of generalized principal series representations. 
(6.6) Proof of (1.14). The induced from irreducible case. Fix 
9 E gO(L n K). The bookkeeping in Section 3 reduces us to considering a 
single 3-sheet Y = q(9, P) of the s-family 9(9, P). As in (6.1), we begin 
with 
Ystart =Yp,eOu 
and show b(~~d carries a computable weight filtration. Once this is 
known, an argument as in (6.5) (depending upon the fact that IL commutes 
with the Hecke algebra action as in (5.38) and the computation of the 
Hecke algebra action in (5.72)) will lead to weight filtrations of every 
induced module attached to the sheet 9’. With these remarks in mind, what 
remains is to establish 
Zp(ystart) carries a computable weight filtration. (6.7) 
Recall, the M-equivariant embedding 
y=y(e):SYL+B 
of (3.2). This gives a functor y!: A?WJLnK)' +D,(O(g, PK)') and by 
taking the Euler characteristic, we induce an additive Z[q’/*, q-‘/*]-map 
y!:.M'(LnK)-+cA'(P,). 
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(Note: Here, X(L n K) is the Hecke module attached to X%dL). In what 
follows, to emphasize the distinction between &‘(L n K) and X(K) data, 
the former will typically carry along an “L” into the notation.) 
Let yL =yL(& a) in g(L n K). From [25], there exist computable 
polynomials PI~,?~ E Z[q’/*, q-“2], aL E g(L n K), so that 
(6.8) 
c+~9(LnK) 
hence 
Y!(q= c paL.&) Y!VL) 
6L~.9(LnK) 
= c PaL,y4q)($', e, U, (6.9) 
where dL corresponds to (JY, e, G’), for some 9’ E W(L n K), 6’ E n(e’), by 
(4.14). Applying IL to (6.9), we arrive at 
m!(c;)) = c P,L,y4q) L(W, e, 0’)). (6.10) 
bLe9(LnK) 
By our work in (6.1), we know that the terms IL((~‘, e, a’)) are computable 
in the Hecke module, since these correspond to weight filtrations of 
generalized principal series. To complete our proof of (6.7), it remains to 
relate the left hand side of (6.10) with ZP(ystart)- = L’(N,(y,,=@ cr)), by 
(5.21). To this end, the key observation is that Np(~s,e@cr) = L,(Y~,~@ 6) 
and that y!(ICe(P’2,e,o) = IC(P’2,,,), up to a shift. Q.E.D. 
(6.11) Proof of (1.14). The general case. Consider a fixed Z--sheet 
Y’(Zw ), as in the Introduction. By (5.71), there exist perverse sheaves D, 
on 0, such that 
Y,(W) Dw = DR .4Wd@ ucp) L- ), WEZ-B’. 
For each s of special type for QD,, wo!+RJ’, (517)(iii) shows 
b,a*Cll y!(w) D, = y!(ws) A,D,. (6.12) 
Suppose we are given a weight symbol c(Z-) for Z-, then (6.12) com- 
bined with (5.72) computes y!(ws) A,D,, in terms of c(Z-). Moreover, 
this observation and (5.38) reduce us to showing ind,(a(Zm)) is a weight 
symbol for ZP( Z,) N . 
From the definition of YL,, we can directly compute YL,(y!(e) D,) as 
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follows: For notational simplicity we will drop the “q” in most of the 
sequel. Recall 
KxO,~Kx,,&,~K~OO,. (6.13) 
Then II k x D, has a K x (L n K)-action, with (L n K) acting diagonally, as 
in the Introduction. We have equivalence of categories 
Perv(K x O,, K x (L n K))% Perv(K xLnK O,, K) 
= Perv(K . O,, K), (6.14) 
hence there exists a K-equivariant perverse sheaf 0: on K . 0, such that 
n*(D:) = II, x D,. Since 0, is closed in &J, we argue as in [12, (6.9)] to get 
~&Me) D,) = ~kJy,(e) De) = i,Dh (6.15) 
where i is the natural inclusion of K. 0, in a. 
Let a(Z-) be a weight symbol for Z-, hence, also for the 
corresponding perverse sheaf D,. Let D, denote the duality attached to 
A(Ln K), as in [25, (l.lO)]. There exist Laurent polynomials 
s r,~CZ-j(~)~Z[~l’Z, u-‘/~] such that 
D,(W- )) = c &,a(Z-)(U)~* 
rEP(LnK) 
Let z’ be defined as in the Introduction; so, r’ E CR(K). We have 
i, = Di! ill’, 
where D (resp. ED’) denotes Verdier duality on a (resp. K . 0,). Since the 
equivalences of (6.14) commute with Verdier duality, we may compute 
D’(z’) in terms of (D”L)(T), r E C@(K). Then 
D 
( 
c ~T,Ow.) 
rsZ3(LnK) 
w) 
becomes a weight symbol for i*(Dh); i.e., ind,(a(Z-)) is a weight symbol 
for Zp(Z,) - Q.E.D. 
(6.16) COROLLARY. If W is irreducible, then the induced module Zp( W) 
carries a weight filtration with weights of the form eqit2, i E Z, E a root of 
unity. In particular, %(I,( W)) E 2VUz. 
Proof. By the work of Lusztig-Vogan [25], this assertion holds for 
induced modules with relative discrete series starting data (3.26). Our 
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arguments in (6.1) and (6.6) show how to produce a weight filtration for 
any induced module, via successive wall-crossings of induced modules with 
starting data. The computation of the Hecke algebra action in special 
directions (5.72) and these remarks lead to the corollary. Q.E.D. 
(6.17) Remark. One consequence of (6.1) is the following observation: 
Computing the weight filtration data of any induced from irreducible 
module may be carried out within the Hecke modules d(S), S = K or Pk. 
7. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we describe three illustrative examples. To simplify 
expressing our results, we institute the following notational convention: 
means the following: there exists a filtration {Xi} 1 GiGk of X by g-sub- 
modules Xi, such that X,/X,- I = @r sjGn(i) A,, with the convention that 
X0 = 0. We refer to the Xi/Xi- 1 as the various levels of the filtration. 
Real Rank One 
Assume G is a connected semisimple real rank one matrix group. Begin 
with the case of G = SL(2, W) and set F= C, then the filtration structure for 
F(S, P) (as parametrized in (3.36)ii) is well known: 
Z,(e, +) = C < D, 0 D,, Di the discrete series representations in %wF; 
Z,(l,+)=D,OD,<@; 
Z,(e, - ) = Zp( 1, - ) = the irreducible principal series in &VF. 
Next, assume G is not covered by X(2, W), then P = P, is connected, 
forcing us into the situation of (3.36)(i). Let 9 = F(3, P), then B is in 
natural bijective correspondence with ‘%B’. These posets are carefully 
described in [14, Section 8.21. Moreover, 
M)7/73/1-10 
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(7.2) PROPOSITION. The weight filtration of Zp(w), w E 2Bp, is explicitly 
computed in [ 143 and it coincides with the socle filtration, having at most 
four levels. 
A Complex Example 
The result in (7.2) suggests the problem of when the socle filtration and 
weight filtrations of principal series coincide. We now offer an example 
where this does not occur. Fix G = SP(2, C), viewed as a real Lie group. 
Since G is also complex, we know that the minimal parabolic P= P, is 
connected and 8 = 9(9, P) o !IB(C,) x m(C)), !JB(C,) = Weyl group of 
type C,. Use the convention shown in Fig. 5. 
The reader can check that Q(K)=W(K) is in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with ‘!B(C,). We use the notation [w], w  E!IB(C*) to denote the 
irreducible Harish-Chandra module in &VF corresponding to w. Applying 
theorem (1.14), we arrive at the filtrations in Table I. The parametrization 
is set up so that Z,(e, e) has F as the unique irreducible quotient and 
1,(2121, 2121) has F as unique irreducible submodule. In other words, the 
data is arranged so that Z,(w, y) = Z,(wp, yp), From this table we have 
(7.3) Remark. The weight filtration and socle filtration need not 
coincide, in general, 
Proof Using Table I, consider Zp(2, 2), which has bottom weight level 
[e]. Consequently, [e] c socle(Z,(2, 2)). We assert that this containment is 
proper. To see this, one computes the Jacquet module of [212], as in [13, 
Section 71. This calculation forces an embedding of [212] + Z,(2,2). 
Q.E.D. 
Actually, the phenomena of (7.3) can occur quite frequently. This stems 
from the fact that a certain parity condition will always hold for the levels 
of the weight filtration; compare with [13, Section 31. 
2121 
/\ 
il>< 1” 
i’><i 
2\/’ e 
FIG. 5. %B(C,). 
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TABLE I 
Weight Filtrations for SP(2, C) 
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Module Filtration 
IP(G e) 
I,(e, 1) 
I&, 2 1 
I,@, 12) 
I&, 21) 
I,@, 121) 
I,@, 212) 
I,(e, 2121) 
IP(L e) 
IP(l, 1) 
IP(l, 2) 
I,(13 12) 
IP(L 21) 
IP(L 121) 
I,@, 212) 
Ip(l,2121) 
I,@. e ) 
I,(23 1) 
I&, 2) 
I,@, 12) 
1,(2,21) 
1,(2,121) 
I,@, 212) 
1,(2,2121) 
1,(12, e) 
1,(12, 1) 
1,(12,2) 
1,(12,12) 
1,(12,21) 
I&12,121) 
1,(12,212) 
1,(12,2121) 
I,(% e) 
I&l, 1) 
I&1,2) 
I,W, 12) 
I,W, 21) 
I,(21,121) 
I,(21,212) 
I,(21,2121) 
[e] < [l] + [Z] < [12] + [21] < [212] + 11211 c [2121] 
[e] < [1] + [2] < [2l] + 1121-c 12121 
[e] i Cl] + [2] i [21]+ 1121 i [121] 
Ce1<[11+[21<[211 
lel< Cl1 + C21< Cl21 
Gel < C21 
Gel< Cl1 
Iel 
[e] < [l] + [2] < [21] + [I23 < [212] 
[e] < [121] + [l] + [2] < [2121] + [21] + [12] < [212] 
[el<C1l+C2l<C211 
[e] + [ 123 < [ 121]+ [I] + [Z] < [21] 
Gel < 121 
Cl1 < Gel + Cl21 < C21 
Gel 
Cl1 < Gel 
[e] < [l] + [2] < [12] + [21] < Cl211 
Cel~C11+C21~C121 
If Cl21 < [e] < [212] + [l] + [Z] < [2121] + [21 
Cel<C11 
[e] + [21] < [212] + [1] + [2] < [12] 
[511<[e]+[21]<[1] 
C21< Cel 
Gel < Cl1 + 121< Cl21 
Cl211 
[e]+[2l]-c[1]+[2]+[121]<[12] 
Cel<Cll 
[2] + [212] < [21] + [2121] + Cl23 + [e] < [I] + Cl213 
Ccl 
[213 < [l] + [Z] + [212] c [12] + [e] 
C21< Gel 
Cel<C1l+C21<C211 
Gel < C21 
[e] + [12] < [212] + [l] + [Z] -c [Zl] 
~~j+~121]<[2121]+[21]+[12]+[e]<[212]+[2] 
Cl1 < Gel 
[123 < [l] + [2] + [121] -c [21] + [e] 
C12< Cl1 + C21< Cel 
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TABLE I-Continued 
Module 
IAW e) 
1,(121,1) 
1,4m 2) 
1,(121, 12) 
1,(121,21) 
1,(121,121) 
Z,(121,212) 
Z,(121,2121) 
Z,CWe) 
Z,wAl) 
Z,W2,2) 
Z,(212,12) 
Z,(212,21) 
Z,(212,121) 
Z,(212,212) 
1,(212,2121) 
Z,(2121,e) 
Z,(2121, 1) 
Z,(2121,2) 
Z,(2121,12) 
Z,(2121,21) 
Z,(2121,121) 
1,(2121,212) 
Z,(2121,2121) 
Filtration 
Ccl < PI 
C11<Cel+C21l<C21 
Gel 
[12] =c [212] + [l] + [2] < [21] + [e] 
Cl1 < Gel 
[121]<[2121]+[12]+[21]~ [212]+[2]+ [l]<[e] 
Cl21 < Cl1 + PI < Gel 
[121]<[12]+ [213< [1]+[2]<[e] 
Ccl< Cl1 
E;'] <[e]+[12]<[1] 
PI < Gel 
[21] < [121] + [l] + [2] < [12] + [e] 
C2~l<C11+C2l<Cel 
[212]-c[2121]+[21]+[12]<[121]+ [l]+ [2]<[e] 
[212] < [Zl] + [12] -c [Z] + [l] < [e] 
:Y: < [e] 
PI < Gel 
WI < Cl1 + PI < Gel 
VI < Cl1 + PI < Gel 
[121]1[12]+[21]< [1]+[2]< [e] 
[212]<[21]+ [12]<[1]+ [2]<[e] 
[2121]<[212]+[121]< [21]+ [12]< [1]+[2]<[e] 
A Disconnected Example 
Let G = PSP(2, R) and adhere to the notation of (3.36)(iii); in particular, 
P= P,. Then IA( = 2 and 9(.S?, P) is as in Fig. 4. The set .9(K) is 
parametrized as in [ 11, Fig. 21 or [31]. 
4 
FIG. 6. O(SP(2, 68)). 
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The explicit parametrization of Fig. 6 is given in the cited reference, but we 
will at least give a few qualitative features: 
L = finite dimensional module; 
K= nontinite dimensional largest growth representation; 
A, D = holomorphic and anti-holomorphic discrete series; 
B, C = nonholomorphic (large) discrete series; 
A, E, H, L = highest weight modules; 
D, G, J, L = lowest weight modules. 
In Table II, consistent with Fig. 4, we give the weight filtrations of the prin- 
cipal series. Notice that the T, operators do not preserve characters in this 
TABLE II 
Weight Filtrations for PSP(2, R) 
L 
H+I+J 
E+F+F+G 
H+J 
E+L+G+F+F 
B+C+I 
2 
G+E 
I+C+B+A+D 
F-!-K 
I 
C+B+A+D 
F+G+E+K 
I 
F+G+E+K 
C+B+A+D 
1 
F+K 
I+C+B+A+D 
G+E 
I 
2 
B+C+I 
E+L+G+F+F 
I \ B+C / H+J 
E+F+F+G 
H+I+J 
L 
9; (2, PI 
Table continued 
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TABLE II-Continued 
K 
AfD+I 
E+F+G 
/“‘\ 
K 
D+I+A 
G+F+E 
C+B 
2 
I 
G+E+L+F 
B+C+H+J 
F 
1 
F 
C+B+J+H 
G+E+L+F 
I 
G+E+L+F 
6+B+J+H 
F 
1 
F 
B+C+H+J 
G+E+L+F 
I 
2 
C+B 
G+F+E 
D+I+A 
E+F+G 
A+D+I 
K 
Y-(.% P) 
case; i.e., we have mixing phenomena. One can check in this example that 
the socle filtration and weight filtrations coincide. Thus, using Frobenius 
reciprocity, we have computed ZZ,(n,, X), for any irreducible XE s+‘%?~. 
Finally, the top (resp. bottom) modules in Y+(A!, P) and X(22, P) are 
standard modules in unique irreducible quotient (resp. unique irreducible 
submodule) position; the other Zp(w, 0) are not in Langlands position. 
Note added in proof: 1. See the introduction of [34] for elaboration. 
2. See [30, (1.3)] for “standard module” terminology. 
3. See footnote 7 and (1.14). 
4. An inductive definition can be given using [34, (3.2)]. 
5. The operations T, are intended to act on certain graded characters of the modules 
IA-q,,- I,). 
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6. Called a graded character in Refs. [34, 351. 
7. The following is an inductive restatement of (1.14): Assume I and I’ are two induced 
modules in the same sheet related by a short exact sequence as in (3.35) below. Also, assume I 
is the rightmost nonzero term in the cited sequence. Then the weight symbols ~(1’) and u(l) 
are related by ~(1’) = T,o(l) and the starting point is ind,(n) introduced in (1.13) above. 
The first author recently observed in [35] that if x, is the projection to the variety of 
parabolics of type s, and ~1, 0’ are the perverse sheaves associated to I and I’ as in footnote 1, 
then there is a distinguished triangle 
Since 7t*$7rs. t corresponds to T,+ 1, this implies the inductive statement in (1.14). The 
arguments in [3S] apply directly to the induced from discrete series case. 
8. Here, the “2” in PSP(2, H) denotes the real rank. 
9. Throughout, we are viewing Ip( W) as a Harish-Chandra module; in particular, the 
representation consists of K-finite vectors. 
10. The third “arrow” from the left in the display is induced via adjointness from the iden- 
tity. 
11. Here, we are identifying {k} x 23 with B to make sense of the composition of functors. 
12. See footnote 7 for an alternate approach. 
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